
Holiday House

Eleanor, Alice, and the Roosevelt Ghosts
Dianne K. Salerni
Pub Date: 8/25/20
$17.99 USD
240 pages

Summary: Murderous ghosts and buried family secrets
threaten young Eleanor and Alice Roosevelt in this
thrilling middle-grade novel that puts a supernatural
spin on alternate history.

It’s 1898 in New York City and ghosts exist among humans.

When an unusual spirit takes up residence at the Roosevelt
house, thirteen-year-old Eleanor and fourteen-year-old Alice
are suspicious. The cousins don’t get along, but they know
something is not right. This ghost is more than a pesky
nuisance. The authorities claim he’s safe to be around, even
as his mischievous behavior grows stranger and more

Sourcebooks Young Readers

Ghosts Never Die
Joel A. Sutherland
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$7.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: Everyone in Evie's east-coast school is obsessed with Kill Screen,
one of the scariest, most intense video games on the market. But no one has ever beat
the game and many believe there's a defect in the last level, making victory impossible.

When Evie finally figures out how to defeat the final ghost, the Wisp, her work is far from

over. As the first person to ever complete Kill Screen, she's unknowingly unleashed
the Wisp into our world!

Sourcebooks Young Readers

Night of the Living Dolls
Joel A. Sutherland
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$7.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: When Zelda's grandma passes away, her family
travels to her home to make the funeral arrangments.
There, Zelda rediscovers the doll her grandmother gave her
as a young girl. It's old-fashioned and frayed, but it holds a
special place in Zelda's heart.

Until the doll comes to life looking for revenge, that is.

taotime verlag

The Masks : A picture pantomime
Don Freeman
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$12.95 USD
44 pages

Summary: The Masks is a wordless graphic novel featuring
the stunning artwork of the legendary Don Freeman
(1908-1978) printed in striking two-color gold and black.
Best known for his children’s books (including the classic
Corduroy), this hitherto unpublished work shows Don at the
height of his graphic expression. With his typical sparse yet
all-telling lines, he unfolds a general human story of the
clash of joy and suffering, and how this – with compassion –
can work through to a happy end. Needing no words, the
illustrations alone create a story set on humanity’s stage
with a graphic portrayal of humor and emotions that touch
everybody.
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Fantagraphics

Mindviscosity
Matt Furie
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$39.99 USD
196 pages

Summary: Furie's cheerful, anthropomorphic comics
character, Pepe the Frog, became a meme that was
appropriated by hate groups (as seen in the documentary
Feels Good Man, which premiered at the Sundance Film
Festival.) Furie’s recent paintings reflect this experience.
This is a showcase for an unsettling menagerie; creatures
seem to be hiding their true intentions. Furie is plumbing
darker depths in these works, despite the paintings' inviting
colors and friendly cartoon iconography.

Kodansha Comics

Saint Young Men Omnibus 3 (Vol. 5-6)
Hikaru Nakamura
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$23.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: The divine live among us…in a flat in
western Tokyo! After centuries of hard work, Jesus and
Buddha take a break from their heavenly duties to relax
among the people of Japan, and their adventures in this
lighthearted buddy comedy are sure to bring mirth and
merriment to all!

Buddha the Enlightened One and Jesus, Son of God have
successfully brought the 20th century to a close, and after a
few millennia of guiding humanity to salvation, these two
sacred ones are in need of some rest and relaxation. They
decide to share an apartment on Earth in Tokyo, but living
among mortals in the 21st century is no cakewalk for the

Titan Books

Firefly - The Magnificent Nine
James Lovegrove
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$14.95 USD
384 pages

Summary: The second original novel from the
much-missed Space Western Firefly, produced with
Joss Whedon as consulting editor, set between the TV
series and the movie Serenity.

A cosmic cry for help

Captain Mal Reynolds is in a fix. He’d like nothing more than
to find honest smuggling work that stays under the
Alliance’s radar and keeps the good ship Serenity in the sky.
But when an old flame of Jayne Cobb’s sends a desperate
plea across the galaxy, his crew has other ideas.

Disney Press

Phineas and Ferb's Guide to Life
Disney Books, Disney Storybook Art Team
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$9.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: Catalog Copy:
Have you ever wondered what to do when you meet an
alien? Want to know the top ten hiding places if you're on
the run? Or how to create the perfect beach day in your
backyard? Find out in this jam-packed guide to life by
Phineas and Ferb featuring tips, activities, and the show's
trademark wacky humor. From diagrams of Phineas and
Ferb's craziest inventions, to fun quizzes and trivia, to
unfinished comic panels for readers to get creative, this
awesome new hardcover format is sure to be a hit with fans
of the imaginative stepbrothers.
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NubeOcho

I'm a Zcary Vampire
José Carlos Andrés, Gómez
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.95 USD
40 pages

Summary: This little vampire is very scary! Or rather…
ZCARY! To pass his Vampire Test, he must give someone the
zcare of their life. If he fails, he’ll be sent to… Banana Peeler
School! Can he pull off the biggest scare ever or will he fail
the test?

Drawn and Quarterly

Little Lulu: The Fuzzythingus Poopi
John Stanley
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$29.95 USD
272 pages

Lyons Press

Ghost Stories : 36 Spine-Chilling Tales of
Terror and the Supernatural
Bill Bowers
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$24.95 USD
480 pages

Summary: Ghost Stories is a ghoulish collection of true
classics, long-forgotten and legendary, with frightening
stories from Washington Irving, Edgar Allan Poe, Bret Harte,
Ambrose Bierce, Edith Wharton, Mark Twain, Guy de
Maupassant, O. Henry, Willa Cather, and many others. Ghost
Stories offers tales rooted in their time, place, and topic.
This ghostly collection delivers the ghastly, horrifying, and
otherwise haunting tales of terror we love to read – late at
night, with the lights off. Included are: The Tell-Tale Heart
by Edgar Allan Poe * The Devil and Tom Walker by
Washington Irving * An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge by
Ambrose Bierce * The Snow-Image: A Childish Miracle by
Nathaniel Hawthorne * A Ghost of the Sierras by Bret Harte

Firefly Books

Escape from Syria
Samya Kullab, Jackie Roche
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$9.95 USD
96 pages

Summary: "Groundbreaking and unforgettable."
--Kirkus (starred review)

"This is a powerful, eye-opening graphic novel that will
foster empathy and understanding in readers of all ages."
--The Globe and Mail

"In league with Art Spiegelman's Maus and Marjane
Satrapi's Persepolis, this is a must-purchase for any teen or
adult graphic novel collection."
--School Library Journal (starred review)

From the pen of former Daily Star (Lebanon) reporter
Samya Kullab comes this breathtaking and hard-hitting story
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IDW Publishing

Life in the Stupidverse
Tom Tomorrow
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$19.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: Welcome to the Stupidverse! Good luck
finding an exit.

Relive all the trauma of the first several years of the Trump
presidency through the Pulitzer-nominated cartoons of Tom
Tomorrow! You’ve never laughed quietly to yourself so much
at humanity’s impending doom!

It’s a hilarious but nightmarish trip down memory lane, from
the Great Inaugural Crowd Size debate to the nomination of
Bret (“I LIKE BEER”) Kavanaugh, from Muslim bans to
concentration camps, from the Mueller report to the latest
outrageous thing you just read about this morning—Tom

Drawn and Quarterly

Berlin
Jason Lutes
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$39.95 USD
580 pages

Cider Mill Press

The Zombie Night Before Christmas : 10th
Anniversary Edition
Clement C. Moore
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$12.95 USD
48 pages

Summary: Have a frenzied zombie-craze Holidaze with this
monstrous mash-up.

Can Santa fight off the zombie ho-ho-hoard? Read the
Zombie Night Before Christmas, the gory parody of the
cherished 19th century poem, to find out and have a
frenzied zombie-craze Holidaze. Blood spattering and brain
eating have never looked so good thanks to the ghoulishly
detailed illustrations that bring this monstrous mash-up to
life. Zombies are a trend that will never die, making Zombie
Night Before Christmas the perfect irreverent holiday gift.

IDW Publishing

Be Gay, Do Comics
The Nib, Matt Bors, Matt Lubchansky, Sarah Mirk
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$24.99 USD
256 pages

Summary: The dream of a queer separatist town. The
life of a gay and Jewish Nazi-fighter. A gender reveal
party that tears apart reality. These are the just some
of the comics you’ll find in this massive queer comics
anthology from The Nib.

Be Gay, Do Comics is filled with dozens of comics about
LGBTQIA experiences, ranging from personal stories to
queer history to cutting satire about pronoun panic and
brands desperate to co-opt pride. Brimming with resilience,
inspiration, and humor, an incredible lineup of top indie
cartoonists takes you from the American Revolution through
Stonewall to today’s fights for equality and representation.
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Del Rey

The End of Eternity
Isaac Asimov
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$17.00 USD
256 pages

Summary: A spellbinding novel set in the universe of
Isaac Asimov’s classic Galactic Empire series and
Foundation series

Due to circumstances within our control…tomorrow will be
canceled.

The Eternals, the ruling class of the Future, had the power
of life and death not only over every human being but over
the very centuries into which they were born. Past, Present,
and Future could be created or destroyed at will.

You had to be special to become an Eternal. Andrew Harlan

Del Rey

The Stars, Like Dust
Isaac Asimov
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$17.00 USD
256 pages

Summary: The first book in the Galactic Empire series,
the spectacular precursor to the classic Foundation
series, by one of history’s most influential writers of
science fiction, Isaac Asimov

His name was Biron Farrill and he was a student at the
University of Earth. A native of one of the helpless Nebular
Kingdoms, he saw his home world conquered and controlled
by the planet Tyrann—a ruthless, barbaric Empire that was
building a dynasty of cruelty and domination among the
stars.

Farrill’s own father had been executed for trying to resist

Del Rey

The Currents of Space
Isaac Asimov
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$17.00 USD
256 pages

Summary: The second book in the Galactic Empire
series, the spectacular precursor to the classic
Foundation series, by one of history’s most influential
writers of science fiction, Isaac Asimov

Trantor had extended its rule over half the Galaxy, but the
other half defied its authority, defending their corrupt
fiefdoms with violence and repression. On the planet Florina,
the natives labored as slaves for their arrogant masters on
nearby Sark. But now both worlds were hurtling toward a
cataclysmic doom, and only one man knew the truth—a
slave unaware of the secret knowledge locked inside his own
brain.

Del Rey

Pebble in the Sky
Isaac Asimov
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$17.00 USD
256 pages

Summary: The third and final book in the Galactic
Empire series, the spectacular precursor to the classic
Foundation series, by one of history’s most influential
writers of science fiction, Isaac Asimov

After years of bitter struggle, Trantor at last completed its
work—its Galactic Empire ruled all 200 million planets of the
Galaxy…all but one. On a backward planet called Earth were
those who nurtured bitter dreams of a mythical,
half-remembered past when the planet was humanity’s only
home. The other worlds despised it or merely patronized
it—until a man from the past miraculously stepped through
a time fault that spanned a millennium, living proof of
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IDW Publishing

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Reborn, Vol. 1
- From The Ashes
Sophie Campbell
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$19.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: Welcome to the new world of TMNT!

After the cataclysmic events of “City At War,” the Turtles find
New York City drastically changed—new factions and
enemies are on the rise, and allies are in short supply. The
Turtles discover that in order to survive they will need to
work together like never before, but when they find
themselves separated, Old Hob decides to fill the power
vacuum with some very unusual mutants: Zanna,
Mushroom, and Zink!

Collects issues #101-105 of the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles series.

Games Workshop

Farsight: Empire of Lies
Phil Kelly
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.00 USD
416 pages

Summary: Commander Farsight is back! The second book
in the Farsight Series sees the hero of the T'Au face the
forces of Chaos for the first time.

High Commander Farsight, fresh from his victory against the
Imperium over the Damocles Gulf, looks to his borders and
finds his old enemies – the savage and warlike orks –
assailing his worlds and threatening to ravage the heart of
the T’au Empire. Farsight’s obsessive crusade will see him
locked in an escalating conflict with the greenskins, and he
will stop at nothing until their infestation is purged. In the
background, foul forces are at work, however – forces that
will do whatever they can to see the military genius of

Chronicle Books

The Art of Ramona Quimby : Sixty-Five Years
of Illustrations from Beverly Cleary?s
Beloved Books
Anna Katz, Annie Barrows, Jacqueline Rogers
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$40.00 USD
256 pages

Summary: The Art of Ramona Quimby celebrates the
artists behind Beverly Cleary's inimitable Ramona
Quimby series.

The adventures of her iconic heroine have been
brought to life by five different artists: Louis Darling,
Alan Tiegreen, Joanne Scribner, Tracy Dockray, and
Jacqueline Rogers.

Readers can compare multiple interpretations of iconic
scenes (remember the infamous egg-cracking incident?),
read letters exchanged between Cleary and the first
illustrator, and learn the stories behind the illustrations.

Clover Press, LLC

Teaching Artfully
Meghan Parker, Craig Yoe
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$24.99 USD
264 pages

Summary: A groundbreaking sensation: a Master’s thesis
done in comics form! Now Teaching Artfully, is a compelling
graphic novel! If you loved Understanding Comics by Scott
McCloud or Unflattening by Nick Sousanis you will fall in love
with this revolutionary and delightful book. In fact Sousanis
provides a fascinating introduction!

Teaching Artfully draws the reader in as it presents the
growth and explorations of an early-career art teacher, the
author Meghan Parker. Parker comes to understand both her
teaching and art-making practices through making insightful
comics. The reader, too will find themselves illuminated and
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Penguin UK

Eve of Man
Giovanna Fletcher, Tom Fletcher
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$17.95 USD
416 pages

Summary:
Eve is 16 and special. She lives alone in the Tower under
the strict gaze of the Mothers, because she is the last girl
on Earth. Now it's time for Eve to face her destiny. Three
males have been selected and the future of humanity lies in
her hands. She's always accepted her fate. Until she meets
Bram. Eve wants control over her life. She wants freedom.
But can you choose between love and the future of the
human race?

Graphic Universe ™

Ever After
Olivia Vieweg
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: Vivi and Eva are two travelers in a countryside
filled with the undead. After a train breaks down, stranding
them between safe zones, the young women partner up to
stay alive. Vivi is struggling with grief—and guilt—over the
loss of her sister. Eva is hiding the start of a horrifying
transformation. Together they'll face heat, zombie hordes,
and their own inner demons, searching for signs of life in a
land of the dead. This graphic novel addition to an enduring
genre is thoughtful and emotion-driven, but also full of
zombie scares and action.

One Elm Books

The One Great Gnome
Jeff Dinardo, Jhon Ortiz
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$12.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: In the spirit of Alice in Wonderland and The
Wizard of Oz, this story introduces readers to the hidden
magical—and mysterious—world of gnomes, elves, and
trolls. Eleven-year-old Sarah moves with her family from
New York City to rural Hadley, Connecticut. She's eager to
explore her new home and meet new friends, but she never
expected to befriend an old garden gnome. Readers join
Sarah as she is drawn into a secret world under our feet.
Sarah uses her instincts to calm old rivalries and help the
underworld elves, gnomes, and more join her in the
upperworld.

Inkyard Press

Crown of Coral and Pearl
Mara Rutherford
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$11.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: For generations, the crown princes of Ilara have
married the most beautiful maidens from the ocean village
of Varenia. Nor once dreamed of seeing the mysterious
mountain kingdom for herself, but after a childhood accident
left her with a scar, she knew her twin sister, Zadie, would
likely be chosen to marry the crown prince.

Then Zadie is injured, and Nor is sent to Ilara in her place.
She soon discovers her future husband, Prince Ceren, is as
forbidding and cold as his home. And as she grows closer to
Ceren’s brother, Prince Talin, Nor learns of a failing royal
bloodline, a murdered queen…and a plot to destroy her
village.
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Perronet Press

The Body Collector
Frank Hinks
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$15.99 USD
80 pages

Summary:
Charlie Stench the Body Collector collects bodies: the heads
he turns into floating skulls. When the witch Griselda
consorts with five mini-skulls, Boris the skull is only
prepared to rescue her if she promises to get him back his
body. Thanks to Charlie there's a risk of a lot of people
losing their heads in Ramion.

Perronet Press

Boris and the Dumb Skulls
Frank Hinks
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$15.99 USD
80 pages

Summary:
Fed up of being bullied by the witch Griselda, Boris the Skull
and the Dim Daft Dwarves decide to form a punk rock band
and seek fame and fortune. But just before they leave for
their first gig, two of Griselda’s dead ancestors break out of
their glass tanks beneath the ruined tower. Punk Music is
about to undergo a revival in Ramion, but not if the Old
Schaool can help it.

Perronet Press

Frankie and the Dancing Furies
Frank Hinks
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$15.99 USD
80 pages

Summary:
A storm summoned by the witch Griselda (unwitting tool of
the Princess of the Night) attacks The Old Vicarage, and the
boys’ father is carried off along with Griselda, Boris, the
dwarves, and the boys’ mother. The capture of the boys’
father was an error: his love of rock and roll distorts the
spell, and instead of being transported to the Princess, who
wants Boris for her art collection, they are all diverted to the
land of the Dancing Furies, where the spirit of the great
rock god Jimi (Hendrix) possesses the father’s body. When
he causes flowers to grow in the hair of the Dancing Furies,
they reveal their true nature as goddesses of vengeance.

Hardie Grant Egmont

The Champions of the Blade
Steven Lochran
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$11.99 USD
352 pages

Summary:
Joss, Hero, and Drake are prentice paladeros, cowboy-
knights that ride dinosaurs and fight to protect their
Kingdom. Now, they face the ultimate battle: themselves.
The Kingdom of Ai is under siege. The Shadow God and his
Court of Thralls are ready for war, and Joss and his brethren
have a critical mission—to marshal the forces that will
defend their land. But not everyone is willing to heed the
call, least of all the former paladeros known as the
Nameless. And with traitors in their midst, their mission is
treacherous even before they’ve encountered the
ever-growing Court of Thralls—and their fire-breathing
dragons. Faced with more enemies than ever before
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Del Rey

The Somebody People : A Novel
Bob Proehl
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$18.00 USD
624 pages

Summary: A group of outcasts with extraordinary
abilities must save a hateful world from annihilation in
the gripping follow-up to The Nobody People.

For years, Fahima Deeb has managed to maintain a fragile
peace between Resonants—those with supernatural
gifts—and baseliners. But the Black Rose Faction, a
militaristic organization of Resonants who are controlled by
an increasingly unhinged Patrick Davenport, is undermining
Fahima’s diplomacy, pushing instead for a violent takeover
of the United States.

With nowhere to turn and few she can trust, Fahima must

DC Comics

Supergirl: Cosmic Adventures in the 8th
Grade
Landry Q. Walker, Eric Jones
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$9.99 USD
160 pages

Summary: Super strength, the ability to fly and extra-
speedy reflexes should make a girl’s life easier, but they
only seem to complicate things for Supergirl. Life gets a lot
crazier, though, when a new enemy named Belinda Zee
shows up. And with girls like Belinda around, facing down
Super-Villains doesn’t seem so bad.

DC Comics

Booster Gold: Future Lost
Dan Jurgens
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$39.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: BOOSTER GOLD IS THE HERO OF
TOMORROW…TODAY!

Booster Gold knows that being a superhero is a good
business for three reasons: money, fame, and adventure!
But Booster will have to learn that the easy life of super-
heroics comes with results he could’ve never imagined.

Follow along on Booster’s incredible and time-bending
adventures—but what happens when the golden boy of the
present…returns to the future? If Booster Gold is going back
to the 25th century…he’s going to need some superheroic
help…maybe even a partner? What will Booster’s future

Shadow Dragon Press

The Ascension Machine
Rob Edwards
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.95 USD
308 pages

Summary:
Welcome to the Justice Academy – the galaxy’s best
superhero college! Teen grifter Grey arrives at the school
carrying a lie: he isn’t really tech heir Mirabor Gravane. At
the first opportunity Grey plans to leave the Academy. That
is until he makes the mistake of starting to like his fellow
students. The Justice Academy promises to “equip you with
the skills to be the hero the galaxy needs” and Grey is
beginning to believe the hype. But as he takes more risks to
protect his secret, events spiral out of his control. When the
real Gravane is kidnapped, Grey and his new friends must
come together to mount a rescue and defend a city from an
attack by hostile super-powered aliens. If he is to succeed,
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The History Press

Raising an Eyebrow : My Life with Sir Roger
Moore
Gareth Owen
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$34.95 USD
224 pages

Summary:
Having taken on the role of Roger Moore’s executive
assistant in 2002, Gareth Owen became the right-hand man
to an icon, as well as his co-author, onstage co-star and
confidant. Gareth was faithfully at Roger’s side until his
passing in 2017. In this affectionate and amusing book, the
author gives a unique and rare insight into life with one of
the world’s most beloved actors. Roger always said, "Gareth
knows me better than I know myself." For all his celebrity,
Roger Moore was quite reserved. In interviews he rarely
spoke about himself, much preferring to tell fun tales about
others. But there were genuinely hilarious, heartfelt, and
extraordinary moments to be captured and Gareth Owen

The History Press

J.R.R. Tolkien
Robert S. Blackham
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.95 USD
192 pages

Summary:
This first entry of a series covers the fascinating and
enigmatic world of J.R.R. Tolkien, examining his place in
literary history, his books and his iconic characters. The
reader can explore facts and trivia from Tolkien’s life and
works, including his early life in southern Africa and
Birmingham, Tolkien on the silver screen, his role in the two
world wars and his friendship with C.S. Lewis, as well as the
places that inspired his fictional world of Middle-earth. Both
light-hearted and highly informative, this book offers an
insight for new and old Tolkien fans into one of the great
writers of the 20th century.

Running Press Adult

Fright Favorites : 31 Movies to Haunt Your
Halloween and Beyond
David J. Skal
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$24.00 USD
224 pages

Summary: Turner Classic Movies presents a collection
of monster greats, modern and classic horror, and
family-friendly cinematic treats that capture the spirit
of Halloween, complete with reviews, behind-
the-scenes stories, and iconic images.

Fright Favorites spotlights 31 essential Halloween-time films,
their associated sequels and remakes, and recommendations
to expand your seasonal repertoire based on your favorites.
Featured titles include Nosferatu (1922), Dracula (1931),
Cat People (1942), Them (1953), House on Haunted Hill
(1959), Black Sunday (1960), Rosemary's Baby (1968),
Young Frankenstein (1976), Beetlejuice (1988), Get Out

Tordotcom

Night of the Mannequins
Stephen Graham Jones
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$13.99 USD
144 pages
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Marvel

Spider-Man: Spider-Verse - Spider-Ham
Tom Defalco, Steve Skeates, Steve Mellor, Ralph
Ma...
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$9.99 USD
120 pages

Summary: The Spider-Verse is full of amazing arachnids -
and none is more anthropomorphic than Peter Porker, the
Spectacular Spider-Ham! The porcine protector from a world
of animal adventurers swings into action in these mighty
"Marvel Tails" - including his dynamic debut, taking on the
Masked Marauder and the Gopher Gang with Hulk Bunny
and Captain Americat along for the ride! Meet Mary Jane
Waterbuffalo, as our hammy hero tackles the Hobgobbler!
Then, Spider-Ham joins Peter Parker, Miles Morales,
Spider-Gwen and Spider-Punk in a cross-reality team-up -
and embarks on a multiversal quest to round up his
deadliest foes! All this plus - at last - Spider-Ham meets
Howard the Duck!

Sourcebooks Fire

Wayward Witch
Zoraida Córdova
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$10.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: Rose has always been a fixer. But lately she's
been feeling lost; she has brand new powers that she
doesn't understand, and her family is still trying to figure
out how to function in the wake of her amnesiac father's
return home. Then, on the night of her Death Day party,
Rose discovers her father's memory loss has been a lie.

She rushes to confront him, but before she can say a word,
the two are ambushed and pulled through a portal to the
land of Adas. Rose is tasked with saving this magical land,
and forced to work with a group of other powerful teens to
do so. Soon, Rose begins to discover the scope of her
powers, and the troubling truth about her father's past and

Margaret K. McElderry Books

The Lost Book of the White
Cassandra Clare, Wesley Chu
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$24.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: From #1 New York Times bestselling
authors Cassandra Clare and Wesley Chu comes the
second book in the Eldest Curses series and a thrilling
new adventure for High Warlock Magnus Bane and Alec
Lightwood, for whom a death-defying mission into the
heart of evil is not just a job, it’s also a romantic
getaway. The Lost Book of the White is a
Shadowhunters novel.

Life is good for Magnus Bane and Alec Lightwood. They’re
living together in a fabulous loft, their warlock son, Max, has
started learning to walk, and the streets of New York are
peaceful and quiet—as peaceful and quiet as they ever are,

Bloomsbury YA

Dark Blade : Whispers of the Gods Book 1
Steve Feasey
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$12.99 USD
352 pages
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Wednesday Books

Fable : A Novel
Adrienne Young
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$18.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: Welcome to a world made dangerous by the
sea and by those who wish to profit from it. Where a
young girl must find her place and her family while
trying to survive in a world built for men.

As the daughter of the most powerful trader in the Narrows,
the sea is the only home seventeen-year-old Fable has ever
known. It’s been four years since the night she watched her
mother drown during an unforgiving storm. The next day
her father abandoned her on a legendary island filled with
thieves and little food. To survive she must keep to herself,
learn to trust no one and rely on the unique skills her
mother taught her. The only thing that keeps her going is

Square Fish

Red Skies Falling
Alex London
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$11.99 USD
496 pages

Summary: In this thrilling sequel to Black Wings Beating,
twins Kylee and Brysen are separated by the expanse of
Uztar but are preparing for the same war—or so they think.

Kylee is ensconsed in the Sky Castle, training with Mem Uku
to master the Hollow Tongue and the Ghost Eagle. But
political intrigue abounds and court drama seems to seep
through the castle's stones like blood from a broken feather.
Meanwhile, Brysen is still in the Six Villages, preparing for
an attack by the Kartami. The Villages have become Uztar's
first line of defense, and refugees are flooding in from the
plains. But their arrival lays bare the villagers darkest
instincts. As Brysen navigates the growing turmoil, he must

Farrar, Straus and Giroux (BYR)

Gold Wings Rising
Alex London
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$19.99 USD
480 pages

Summary: The war on the ground has ended, but the war
with the sky has just begun. After the Siege of the Six
Villages, the ghost eagles have trapped Uztaris on both
sides of the conflict. The villagers and Kartami alike hide in
caves, huddled in terror as they await nightly attacks. Kylee
aims to plunge her arrows into each and every ghost eagle;
in her mind, killing the birds is the only way to unshackle
the city’s chains. But Brysen has other plans.

While the humans fly familiar circles around each other, the
ghost eagles create schemes far greater and more terrible
than either Kylee or Brysen could have imagined. In the
final installment of the Skybound Saga, the tug-of-war

Henry Holt and Co. (BYR)

As the Shadow Rises
Katy Rose Pool
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$19.99 USD
496 pages

Summary: In this sequel to the critically acclaimed There
Will Come a Darkness, kingdoms have begun to fall to a
doomsday cult, the magical Graced are being persecuted
and made refugees, and ancient and undead figures walk
the land in secret. But with the world hurtling toward its
prophesized end, the Last Prophet’s haunting vision reveals
the key to stopping the Age of Darkness: finding the
long-lost sources of magic taken from the body of a slain
god.

When our heroes' paths all cross in the City of Mercy, old
wounds are reopened, new alliances are tested, and the end
of the world begins. The Age of Darkness trilogy, which the
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Amber Books

Dragons & Mythical Creatures
Gerrie McCall, Chris McNab
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$19.95 USD
192 pages

Summary: From Tiamat, a sea dragon from ancient
Mesopotamian myths, to the Jabberwock of Lewis
Carroll’s nonsense poem, here are 85 beasties—shown
in stunning illustrations—of folklore and fiction.

How do you slay a dragon? What are the origins of the Loch
Ness Monster story? How many heads did Cerberus have? In
addition to 45 dragons from Asian, Babylonian,
Mediterranean, and Nordic mythology, as well as examples
from more recent fantasy literature, like Smaug in Tolkien’s
The Hobbit, this collection looks at 40 legendary beasts:
European werewolves, Chinese giants, Scandinavian
serpents, Aztec bats, Inuit wolves, and more. Illustrated

Ace

A Dance with Fate
Juliet Marillier
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$17.00 USD
512 pages

Summary: A young woman who is both a bard—and a
warrior—seeks to repay her debts and settle scores in
this thrilling historical fantasy series.

The young warrior and bard Liobhan has lost her brother to
the Otherworld. Even more determined to gain a place as an
elite fighter, she returns to Swan Island to continue her
training. But Liobhan is devastated when her comrade Dau
is injured and loses his sight in their final display bout.
Blamed by Dau’s family for the accident, she agrees to go to
Dau’s home as a bond servant for the span of one year.

There, she soon learns that Oakhill is a place of dark

Hero Collector

Ghostbusters Nerd Search : Eerie Errors and
Suspect Ghosts
Glenn Dakin
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$14.95 USD
43 pages

Summary: A puzzle book with a hauntingly good twist.
This is no conventional ’seek-and-find.’ Each of the
detailed, full-color pages is packed with out-of-context
items and blood-curdling continuity errors that only a
true fan can spot.

The perfect holiday gift for the Ghostbusters fan in your
life!

What is a Nerd Search? It’s a chance to nitpick your favorite
stuff! We all adore discussing our top movies and TV shows.
Be honest, we even love to find fault with them. Well, here
we provide the faults! This is not your ordinary search-

Tuttle Publishing

Haunted Japan : Exploring the World of
Japanese Yokai, Ghosts and the Paranormal
Catrien Ross
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$12.99 USD
192 pages

Summary: A delightfully creepy telling of Japanese
ghost stories.

Japanese folklore is abundant with tales of ghostly creatures
and the supernatural. In Haunted Japan, author Catrien
Ross reveals the legends that have been passed down for
generations and continue to terrify us today. To research
this book on the country's ghosts, demons and paranormal
phenomena, Ross collected accounts from across Japan
including:

Sacred Mount Osore, a Japanese gateway to the land
of the dead, where people gather to contact those
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Anchor

The Testaments : A Novel
Margaret Atwood
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.95 USD
448 pages

Summary: Winner of the Booker Prize and a #1 New
York Times bestseller, The Testaments is a modern
masterpiece, a powerful novel that can be read on its
own or as a companion to Margaret Atwood’s classic,
The Handmaid’s Tale.

More than fifteen years after the events of The Handmaid’s
Tale, the theocratic regime of the Republic of Gilead
maintains its grip on power, but there are signs it is
beginning to rot from within. At this crucial moment, the
lives of three women converge, with potentially explosive
results. Two have grown up as part of the first generation to
come of age in the new order. The testimonies of these two

Image Comics

Middlewest Book Three
Skottie Young, Jorge Corona, Jean-Francois
Beaulie...
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.99 USD
176 pages

Summary:
Separated from Fox and in the clutches of a devious kidnapper and
ruthless businessman, things look bleak for Abel. Writer SKOTTIE
YOUNG (I HATE FAIRYLAND, Deadpool) and artist JORGE
CORONA (NO. 1 WITH A BULLET, Feathers) push Abel and his
companions to their limits, as the ability to control his chaotic nature
could shape the future of the Middlewest.

Kane Miller

Lightning Girl
Alesha Dixon, Katy Birchall, James Lancett
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$6.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: The Lightning Girl series has all the classic
tensions of superhero versus super villain stories, together
with realistic family and friendship dynamics, and laughs on
every page.

Ten-year-old Aurora Beam feels utterly unremarkable, until
the day she sees her little sister being picked on and beams
of light shoot out of her fingertips!

Kane Miller

Superhero Squad
Alesha Dixon, Katy Birchall, James Lancett
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$6.99 USD
336 pages

Summary: The Lightning Girl series has all the classic
tensions of superhero versus super villain stories, together
with realistic family and friendship dynamics, and laughs on
every page.

Superheroes from all over the globe are gathering at a top
secret summit; Aurora hopes she'll find some friends who
know all about the pressures of being the most in-demand
new hero in town.
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Disney-Hyperion

Unbirthday : A Twisted Tale
Liz Braswell
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$17.99 USD
512 pages

Summary: Catalog Copy:
What if Wonderland was in peril and Alice was very, very late?

Alice is different than other eighteen-year-old ladies in Kexford, which is
perfectly fine with her. She’d rather spend golden afternoons with her trusty
camera or in her aunt Vivian’s lively salon, ignoring her sister’s wishes that
she stop all that “nonsense” and become a “respectable” member of society.
Alice is happy to meander to Miss. Yao’s teashop or to visit the children
playing in the Square. She’s also interested in learning more about the
young lawyer she met there, but just because she’s curious, of course, not
because he was sweet and charming.

But when Alice develops photographs she has recently taken about town,
familiar faces of old suddenly appear in the place of her actual

Titan Books

Star Trek: The Motion Picture: The Art and
Visual Effects
Jeff Bond
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$50.00 USD
176 pages

Summary: The official guide to the film artistry of Star
Trek: The Motion Picture.

Forty years ago, Star Trek: The Motion Picture brought Kirk,
Spock, and the Enterprise crew to the big screen and
changed the course of the Star Trek franchise. Now,
celebrate this landmark anniversary by discovering the
visual artistry that made this an enduring science fiction
classic. For the first time ever, explore archival material
created by legendary Star Trek collaborators, including
Robert Abel, Syd Mead, Ralph McQuarrie, Andrew Probert,
and Ken Adams.

Hero Collector

Star Trek Nerd Search : Quibbles with
Tribbles
Glenn Dakin
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$14.95 USD
34 pages

Summary: Think you know Star Trek, the original
series like no fans has done before? Well boldly go and
take up our unique puzzle challenge!

The perfect holiday gift for the Star Trek fan in your
life!

It’s a puzzle book, Jim, but not as we know it. This is no
conventional ’search-and-find.’ Each of its detailed, full-color
pages is packed with out-of-context items and cosmic
continuity errors that only a true fan can spot. It would be
illogical to resist this challenge, when the accuracy of the
whole Trek universe is at stake.

IDW Publishing

Godzilla: The Half-Century War
James Stokoe
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$29.99 USD
136 pages

Summary: Follow one man’s journey from the moment
Godzilla’s reign of destruction begins and continues
over his lifetime, one battle after another.

The year is 1954 and Lieutenant Ota Murakami is on hand
when Godzilla makes first landfall in Japan. Along with his
pal, Kentaro, Ota makes a desperate gamble to save
lives…and in the process begins an obsession with the King
of the Monsters that lasts 50 years ranging from Ghana,
Bombay, and maybe the end of the world!

Also included is an expanded art gallery and issue
annotations by James Stokoe.
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Marvel

Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: The
Rebellion Vol. 4
Rob Williams, Brandon Badeaux, Jeremy Barlow,
Thom...
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$44.99 USD
496 pages

Summary: The war against the Empire continues! Months
after the Death Star's destruction, the Rebel Alliance has
begun the fi ght to take apart the Empire piece by piece.
Rebel strategist Jorin Sol has been rescued from the
enemy's clutches - but is he now friend or foe? And Luke
Skywalker's childhood friend, Imperial Lieutenant Janek
"Tank" Sunber, claims he wants to join the Rebellion - but
Princess Leia thinks it's a trap. Can Luke still trust his old
friend? Plus: The cross-time "Vector" saga continues! Bounty
hunter Boba Fett takes on a series of deadly assignments!
Lando Calrissian moves to Cloud City - and much more!

Random House Audio

Star Wars: Thrawn Ascendancy (Book I:
Chaos Rising)
Timothy Zahn, Marc Thompson
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$45.00 USD

Summary: NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Discover
Thrawn’s origins within the Chiss Ascendancy in the
first book in an epic new Star Wars trilogy from
bestselling author Timothy Zahn.

Beyond the edge of the galaxy lies the Unknown Regions:
chaotic, uncharted, and near impassable, with hidden
secrets and dangers in equal measure. And nestled within
its swirling chaos is the Ascendancy, home to the enigmatic
Chiss and the Nine Ruling Families that lead them.

The peace of the Ascendancy, a beacon of calm and
stability, is shattered after a daring attack on the Chiss

AW Teen

Descendant of the Crane
Joan He
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$9.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: "Deep world-building, magical family
secrets, and intricate palace politics—Descendant of
the Crane soars from page one. Its twists and
treacheries kept me guessing until the very end."
Rachel Hartman, New York Times bestselling author of
Seraphina

Tyrants cut out hearts. Rulers sacrifice their own. Princess
Hesina of Yan has always been eager to shirk the
responsibilities of the crown, but when her beloved father is
murdered, she's thrust into power, suddenly the queen of an
unstable kingdom. Determined to find her father's killer,
Hesina does something desperate: she enlists the aid of a

AW Teen

Eclipse the Skies
Maura Milan
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$9.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: Ia Cōcha never thought she'd be working for
the Olympus Commonwealth. But that was before she found
out her trusted brother Einn was trying to tear apart the
universe. Now, Ia, the Blood Wolf of the Skies, has agreed
to help the Royal Star Force on one condition: when she
finds him, she gets to kill Einn herself. Brinn Tarver has just
come to terms with her Tawny identity when the public
lashes out against her people, crushing her family. At her
breaking point, she starts to question everything she
believes in—including Ia.

After the death of his mentor, Knives Adams is doing his
best to live up to a role he didn’t ask for as Aphelion’s new
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Albert Whitman & Company

Sasha and Puck and the Brew for Brainwash
Daniel Nayeri, Estrela Lourenço
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$5.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: Sasha’s father sells magic potions. There’s only
one problem: his potions don’t work. In order to keep the
family shop open, Sasha has to take magic into her own
hands. When greedy Vadim Gentry orders a potion of
persuasion from the Juicy Gizzard, Sasha is suspicious. But
it's not until he slips it into Papa's drink and orders him to
sell the shop that Sasha realizes the problem: If Papa says
no, Vadim will know their potions don't work, but if Papa
says yes, they’ll lose the shop forever! Either way, Sasha
has a big problem to fix.

Games Workshop

Watchers of the Throne: The Regent's
Shadow
Chris Wraight
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.00 USD
368 pages

Summary: The much anticipated second story in the
Watchers of the Throne Series.

As Guilliman, Regent of Terra, heads off to lead the
Indomitus Crusade, he leaves behind a world still in turmoil,
beset by cult activity. Stripped of its huge armies for the
galactic offensive, recovery is precarious. The Custodians do
what they can while keeping the Palace secure, and the
Sisters of Silence rebuild their citadel on Luna. When the
warship Phalanx returns, it seems that stability will at last
be assured. However, as reconquest forces push out further
into the slums, they come across signs that another
mysterious foe is active. The truth dawns – not every

Games Workshop

Oaths and Conquests
William King
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.00 USD
416 pages

Summary: Fantastic anthology of stories from the Mortal
Realms.

The Mortal Realms are burning.
The hope brought by Sigmar’s storm is now nothing more
than a dwindling light against the darkness of Chaos, as
mighty warlords rise to prominence and teeming hordes of
ratmen and greenskins threaten to topple civilisation
altogether. Stormcast and mortal alike take up arms in
defence of the bastions of Order, united in their hatred of
Chaos. But every warrior killed in battle strengthens the
legions of Nagash, which march relentlessly in their crusade
against the living.

2000 AD

Slaine: The Horned God - Collector's Edition
Pat Mills, Simon Bisley
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$24.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: Brutal sword and sorcery meets Celtic myth in
the number one best-selling graphic novel - back in print,
bigger and better than ever in a deluxe collector’s edition.

For too long the people of Tír na nÓg have suffered under
the dominion of the drunes; strange druids who have
poisoned the land with their magic. Sláine has had enough
of their tyranny and, through the Earth Goddess, he learns
some shocking truths about the priesthood and his own
future. Now Sláine must unite the four kings of Tir-Nan-Og
and use their mystical weapons as he and the Sessair tribe
prepare for all-out war!
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Baen

There Will Be Dragons
John Ringo
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.00 USD
560 pages

Summary: WHEN FANTASY BECOMES REAL—AND
DEADLY—ON A FAR-FUTURE EARTH! NATIONAL
BESTSELLER. THE FIRST ENTRY IN JOHN RINGO'S COUNCIL
WARS SERIES

In the future there is no want, no war, no disease nor
ill-timed death. The world is a paradise—and then, in a
moment, it ends. The council that controls the Net falls out
and goes to war. Everywhere, people who have never known
a moment of want or pain are left wondering how to
survive.

But scattered across the face of the Earth are communities

Insight Editions

The 100 Greatest Looney Tunes Cartoons
Jerry Beck, Leonard Maltin
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$24.95 USD
240 pages

Summary: Celebrate the best of Looney Tunes cartoons,
just in time for Bugs Bunny’s 80th birthday!

In a world of rascally rabbits, megalomaniacal ducks, and
stuttering pigs, what defines greatness? This question was
posed to thousands of cartoon fans, historians, and
animators to create The 100 Greatest Looney Tunes
Cartoons, the definitive Looney Tunes collection. Jerry Beck
and the Cartoon Brew team of animation experts reveal the
amusing anecdotes and secret origins behind such classics
as “What’s Opera, Doc?,” “One Froggy Evening,” and “Duck
Dodgers in the 24½th Century.” Featuring more than 300
pieces of original art from private collectors and the Warner

Aconyte

KeyForge: Tales From the Crucible : A
KeyForge Anthology
Charlotte Llewelyn-Wells, David Guymer, Robbie
Mac...
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.95 USD
336 pages

Summary: Take a whirlwind tour to the incredible
planet of a million fantasy races, the Crucible, in this
wild science fantasy anthology from the hit new game,
KeyForge.

Welcome to the Crucible – an artificial planet larger than our
sun – an ever-growing patchwork of countless other worlds,
filled with creatures, sentient beings and societies stolen
from across the universe by the mythical Architects. Across
this dizzying juxtaposition of alien biospheres, the enigmatic
and godlike Archons seek to unlock the secrets at the heart
of the Crucible. Everyone else is just trying to survive...
Explore ten tales of adventure in a realm where science and

Nobrow

The Art of Drag
Jake Hall, Sofie Birkin, Helen Li, Jasjyot Singh
H...
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$22.95 USD
136 pages

Summary: Before RuPaul’s Drag Race propelled the
cultural phenomenon into the global spotlight, drag
had been around for thousands of years. Immerse
yourself in the rich history of drag in this lusciously
illustrated guide.

The history of drag has been formed by many intersections:
fashion, theatre, sexuality and politics—all coming together
to create the show stopping entertainment millions witness
today. In this extensive work, Jake Hall delves deep into the
ancient beginnings of drag, to present day and beyond.
Vibrant illustrations enhance the rich history from Kabuki
theatre to Shakespearean, the revolutionary Stonewall riots
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Cernunnos

Tom of Finland : The Official Life and Work of
a Gay Hero
F. Valentine Hooven
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$50.00 USD
256 pages

Summary:
Tom of Finland (born Tuoko Laaksonen, 1920–1991), was an
iconic and ground-breaking artist who rose to cult status in
the international queer community and beyond for his work
celebrating the male figure and masculinity during a time
when being homosexual was taboo. Created in partnership
with Tom of Finland Foundation, Tom of Finland: The Official
Life and Work of a Gay Hero is a beautifully detailed account
full of never, or rarely seen, materials from his archive. The
text was completed just a few months before the death of
the artist and he was interviewed at length for it—making
this book the only fully approved biography of the legend
responsible for creating the muscled, mustachioed gay

Del Rey

Star Wars: Thrawn Ascendancy (Book I:
Chaos Rising)
Timothy Zahn
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$28.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: The first book in a new Star Wars trilogy set
before Thrawn traveled to the Empire and became a
Grand Admiral.

Journey to the Unknown Regions and learn more about
Thrawn’s origins and his home: The Chiss Ascendancy.

Story Locale: A galaxy far, far away….

Aconyte

Wrath of N'kai : An Arkham Horror Novel
Josh Reynolds
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.95 USD
336 pages

Summary: The first in a new range of novels of eldritch
adventure from the wildly popular Arkham Horror; an
international thief of esoteric artifacts stumbles onto a
nightmarish cult in 1920s New England.

Countess Alessandra Zorzi, international adventurer and
thief, arrives in Arkham pursuing an ancient body freshly
exhumed from a mound in Oklahoma, of curious provenance
and peculiar characteristics. But before she can steal it,
another party beats her to it. During the resulting gunfight
at the Miskatonic Museum, the countess makes eye contact
with the petrified corpse and begins an adventure of
discovery outside her wildest experiences. Now, caught

Princeton Architectural Press

Classic Paperbacks Notecards and Envelopes
Richard Baker
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.95 USD

Summary: Every book lover's collection includes a few
treasured favorites with frayed edges and covers soft from
wear. Richard Baker's remarkable paintings of vintage
paperback books capture these intimate details. The "book
portraits" feature titles by some of the most iconic writers of
the modern era, from Emily Dickinson and Mark Twain to
George Orwell and Susan Sontag.
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Philomel Books

The Circus of Stolen Dreams
Lorelei Savaryn
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.99 USD
304 pages

Summary: A dream world turns haunting nightmare in
this spellbinding debut novel, perfect for fans of Circus
Mirandus and The Night Gardener.

After Andrea’s brother, Francis, disappeared, everything
changed. Her world turned upside down, and there was
nothing she could do to right it. So when she discovers a
magical dream world called Reverie in the woods near her
home, Andrea jumps at the chance to escape her pain and
go inside. But the cost of admission is high: Andrea must
give up a memory in order to enter. And she knows exactly
which memory she’d like to give up.

Kane Miller

The Search for the Silver Witch
Sally Rippin
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$6.99 USD
304 pages

Summary: Is being best friends enough to save a whole
town?

Polly and Buster have always believed that witches and
monsters can be friends, but it seems no one else agrees.
While the witches are furious and the monsters are in
uproar, a much greater menace lurks nearby. Can Polly and
Buster bring everyone together in time to save their town?

Grand Central Publishing

Clay's Ark
Octavia E. Butler
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.99 USD
240 pages

Summary: A powerful story of survival in
unprecedented times, from the award-winning author
of Parable of the Sower.

In an alternate America marked by volatile class warfare,
Blake Maslin is traveling with his teenage twin daughters
when their car is ambushed. Their attackers appear sickly
yet possess inhuman strength, and they transport Blake's
family to an isolated compound. There, the three captives
discover that the compound's residents have a highly
contagious alien disease that has mutated their DNA to
make them powerful, dangerous, and compelled to infect
others. If Blake and his daughters do not escape, they will

Little, Brown Books for Young Readers

The Silver Arrow
Lev Grossman
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.99 USD
272 pages

Summary: From the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of The Magicians comes a must-read, wholly
original middle-grade debut perfect for fans of The
Chronicles of Narnia and Roald Dahl.

Dear Uncle Herbert,
You've never met me, but I'm your niece Kate, and since it
is my birthday tomorrow and you are super-rich could you
please send me a present?

Kate and her younger brother Tom lead dull, uninteresting
lives. And if their dull, uninteresting parents are anything to
go by, they don't have much to look forward to. Why can't
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Flowerpot Press

The Gravedigger
Edgar J. Hyde, Chloe Tyler
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$5.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: The Price family isn’t your average family…

Andrew and his kids, Jamie and Paula, have just moved into
a house in the middle of a cemetery with their ghoulish
friends, a blood-phobic vampire, a vegetarian werewolf, a
headless ghost, and an Egyptian mummy. But not even their
spooky pals can protect them from the sinister Ebenezer
Krim and the gravedigger's ghost who are willing to do
whatever it takes to get the Price family to move out of
their new home.

About the Creepers series: Strange things are happening
in the Creepers series! These high-interest, low-vocabulary

Flowerpot Press

Stage Fright
Edgar J. Hyde, Chloe Tyler
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$5.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: Be careful what you wish for because it just
might come true…

Jo, Melissa, and Jenny, the stars of the school play, are
about to discover that being granted everything you wish for
has consequences. When the girls come face to face with
the real witches from the play and a mysterious ghost from
the past, the three friends realize they must do whatever
they can to stop the witches’ evil plan.

About the Creepers series: Strange things are happening
in the Creepers series! These high-interest, low-vocabulary
middle grade illustrated chapter books are perfect for

Lightning Books

Wolf Country
Tünde Farrand
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$15.95 USD
288 pages

Summary:
London, 2050. The socio-economic crisis of recent decades
is over and consumerism is thriving. Ownership of land
outside the city is the preserve of a tiny elite, and the rest
of the population must spend to earn a Right to Reside.
Ageing has been abolished thanks to a radical new
approach, replacing retirement with blissful euthanasia at a
Dignitorium. When architect Philip goes missing, his wife
Alice risks losing her home and her status, and begins to
question the society in which she was raised. Her search for
him uncovers some horrifying truths about the fate of her
own family and the reality behind the new social order. Wolf
Country is a powerful dystopian vision in the spirit of Black

Golden Books

Miles Morales (Marvel Spider-Man)
Frank Berrios, Shane Clester
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$5.99 USD
24 pages

Summary: Marvel’s other Spider-Man—Miles Morales
—swings into his first ever Little Golden Book!

Meet Marvel’s Spider-Man from another universe—Miles
Morales. Boys and girls ages 2 to 5 will love this action-
packed Little Golden Book as they learn about the
web-slinger’s amazing powers as well as his faithful friends
and fiercest foes!

Series Overview: Marvel Super Heroes are some of the
most popular comic book characters in the world, and
include: Spider-Man, the Hulk, Iron Man, Captain America,
Thor, and the Avengers. The Marvel Little Golden Books
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QEB Publishing

Copycat Science : Step into the shoes of the
world's greatest scientists!
Mike Barfield
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$15.95 USD
96 pages

Summary:
Science is entertaining... science is funny... science is
downright ridiculous!
Explore the wacky world of STEM in this comic book of
exciting experiments.

Defy gravity with air pressure!
Extract DNA from a living thing!
Learn the science of SLIME!
Create a lightning bolt in the dark!
Prove theories about light with Newton's wheel!

...and much more! Discover STEM topics through the lives
of over 40 scientists and their amazing discoveries. Read

Mariner Books

The Essential Dykes to Watch Out For
Alison Bechdel
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$18.99 USD
416 pages

Summary:
Settle in to this wittily illustrated soap opera (Bechdel calls it
“half op-ed column and half endless serialized Victorian
novel”) of the lives, loves, and politics of Mo, Lois, Sydney,
Sparrow, Ginger, Stuart, Clarice, and the rest of the cast of
cult-fav characters. Most of them are lesbians, living in a
midsize American city that may or may not be Minneapolis.
Bechdel’s brilliantly imagined countercultural band of friends
—academics, social workers, bookstore clerks—fall in and
out of love, negotiate friendships, raise children, switch
careers, and cope with aging parents. Bechdel fuses high
and low culture—from foreign policy to domestic routine, hot
sex to postmodern theory—in a serial graphic narrative

MIRA

Road Out of Winter : A Novel
Alison Stine
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$17.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: Wylodine comes from a world of paranoia and
poverty—her family are marijuana growers, and life has
always been a battle. And while she has long dreamed of
escaping rural West Virginia, Wil has been left behind,
tending her crops all alone. Then summer doesn’t return for
the third year in a row, bringing apocalypse with grey clouds
and white fields.

Armed with the grit that that has kept her alive in a
forgotten place, Wil hits the road with the goal of reuniting
with her mother in California. With her grow lights stashed
in her tiny mobile home and a leather sachet of precious
seeds around her neck, she’s determined to start over. First,

Riverhead Books

Fly Already : Stories
Etgar Keret
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.00 USD
224 pages

Summary: From a “genius” (New York Times)
storyteller: a new, subversive, hilarious, heart-
breaking collection.

There’s no one like Etgar Keret. His stories take place at the
crossroads of the fantastical, searing, and hilarious. His
characters grapple with parenthood and family, war and
games, marijuana and cake, memory and love. These
stories never go to the expected place, but always surprise,
entertain, and move…

In “Arctic Lizard,” a young boy narrates a post-apocalyptic
version of the world where a youth army wages an unending
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HarperCollins

Don’t Turn Out the Lights : A Tribute to Alvin
Schwartz's Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark
Jonathan Maberry, R.L. Stine, Amy Lukavics,
Barry ...
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: A life-size baby doll that stalks its prey. A flesh-
hungry ogre who jingle jangles when he walks. A haunted
house just dying for a visitor. What do all these things have
in common?

They’re scarier in the dark!

In collaboration with the Horror Writers Association, New
York Times bestselling author and master of horror Jonathan
Maberry has compiled a terrifying collection of 35 gruesome

Vertigo

John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 23: No
Future
Peter Milligan, Giuseppe Camuncoli
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$29.99 USD
392 pages

Summary: Constantine lives up to his true punk calling
in No Future!

Constantine reluctantly becomes embroiled in a group of
anarchic punks who worship a powerful effigy of Sid Vicious.
Complicating matters further is an alchemist and a violent
group of extreme political fixers. Collects Hellblazer
#261-266, Hellblazer Special: Papa Midnite #1-5,
Hellblazer: Pandemonium #1

DC Comics

DC Super Hero Girls: Midterms
Amy Wolfram, Yancey Labat
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$9.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: Who comes out on top when a Bumblebee, a
journalist, and a super-villain fight? Find out when
Karen Beecher and Lois Lane face off in a battle of wits
with…Harleen Quinzel?!

Three students top the leaderboard at Metropolis High, and
the upcoming midterms will determine who’s the best in
class. But each girl must first face challenges from their real
lives!

DC Super Hero Girls: Midterms continues to develop the
relationships forged throughout the beloved DC Super Hero
Girls series. This story is perfect for ages 6-10 and a great

DAW

This Alien Shore
C.S. Friedman
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$18.00 USD
592 pages

Summary: For the first time in trade paperback, this
lauded work of science fiction and New York Times
Notable Book of the Year returns to a universe where
genetic mutations have allowed certain individuals to
traverse the stars.

It is the second stage of human colonization—the first age,
humanity’s initial attempt to people the stars, ended in
disaster when it was discovered that Earth’s original
superluminal drive did permanent genetic damage to all who
used it—mutating Earth’s far-flung colonists in mind and
body.
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DAW

A Killing Frost
Seanan McGuire
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$27.00 USD
368 pages

Summary: Now in hardcover, the fourteenth novel of
the Hugo-nominated, New York Times-bestselling Toby
Daye urban fantasy series

When October is informed that Simon Torquill—legally her
father, due to Faerie’s archaic marriage traditions—must be
invited to her wedding or risk the ceremony throwing the
Kingdom in the Mists into political turmoil, she finds herself
setting out on a quest she was not yet prepared to
undertake for the sake of her future…and the man who
represents her family’s past.

Story Locale: San Francisco/Faerie

Everyman's Library

The Little Prince
Antoine De Saint-exupery, Richard Howard
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$18.00 USD
96 pages

Summary: A beautiful hardcover edition of one of the
bestselling classic children’s stories in the world—long
cherished by children and adults alike.

Written during World War II, The Little Prince tells of the
friendship between the narrator, an aviator stranded in the
Sahara desert, and a mysterious boy he encounters there.
Ruler of a tiny asteroid of which he is the only inhabitant,
the Little Prince chats disarmingly about his curious
adventures in space and since arriving on earth; of his
distant home; and of his love for a beautiful and capricious
rose, to whom he longs to return. A moving and deceptively
simple tale, it was described by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry as

Graphix

Dog Man: Grime and Punishment: From the
Creator of Captain Underpants (Dog Man #9)
Dav Pilkey
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$12.99 USD
240 pages

Summary:
The next great Dog Man adventure from the worldwide
bestselling author and artist Dav Pilkey. You'll howl
with laughter!

The Supa Buddies bamboozled the baddies, but all's not
right in the world. Dog Man has a new problem to pound,
and he's going to need his entire pack to help him. Will he
go barking up the wrong tree?

Dav Pilkey's wildly popular Dog Man series appeals to
readers of all ages and explores universally positive themes,
including empathy, kindness, persistence, and the

Random House Books for Young Readers

Christmas Heroes! (DC Justice League)
Random House
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$6.99 USD
22 pages

Summary: Celebrate the holidays with super cute
versions of Batman(TM), Wonder Woman(TM), and
your favorite DC Super Heroes in a brand-new board
book series for toddlers.

Batman is making a list and he’s checking it twice: The
Joker is naughty and Supergirl is nice! Batman, Wonder
Woman, Superman, and the DC Super Heroes—and
villains—have never been more adorable in this sturdy board
book that’s the perfect holiday gift for babies and toddlers!

Series Overview: This series of board books features DC
Super Heroes such as Batman and Wonder Woman in an
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Golden Books

DC Super Friends Little Golden Book Treasury
(DC Super Friends)
Golden Books
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$11.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: Batman (TM), Superman (TM), Wonder
Woman (TM) and the DC Super Friends in one amazing
Little Golden Book collection!

Eight DC Super Friends storybooks are bound together in
one action-packed collection! Boys and girls who love
Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, and their friends can
enjoy these exciting stories at story time, nap time, or
anytime!

Series Overview: 5-Minute Stories is a popular format
that features a padded cover and approximately ten simple
stories that can be each be read in about five minutes.

Random House Graphic

Witches of Brooklyn
Sophie Escabasse
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$12.99 USD
240 pages

Summary: There’s a new witch in town! Life in
Brooklyn takes a strange turn when Effie discovers
MAGIC runs in the family.

A middle-grade graphic novel adventure filled with
magical hjinks for fans of Phoebe and Her Unicorn and
Making Friends.

Effie lost her mom.

Lost her home.

And now she has to live with two strange aunts who she’s

Clarion Books

The Puppet's Payback and Other Chilling
Tales
Mary Downing Hahn
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$16.99 USD
192 pages

Summary:
The author of wildly popular ghost stories, Mary Downing
Hahn has created a group of tales for fans of her "scary but
not too scary" books. Even the stories without actual ghosts
are spooky. Each tale turns something ordinary—a pigeon, a
white dress, a stranger on the bus, a puppet—into a sinister
link to to the supernatural. For the human characters,
secrets from the past or careless behavior in the present
can lead to serious trouble. All the stories have a young
person as the central character, so all will resonate with
young readers who enjoy the eerie, the creepy, and the
otherworldly. In a concluding note, the author talks about
how she came to write ghost stories.

Square Fish

There Will Come a Darkness
Katy Rose Pool
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$11.99 USD
512 pages
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Andrews McMeel Publishing

Virtual Unicorn Experience : Another Phoebe
and Her Unicorn Adventure
Dana Simpson
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$11.99 USD
176 pages

Summary: With over 1.6 million copies sold, the
Phoebe and Her Unicorn book series for middle-grade
readers is an immensely popular and magical world of
unicorns, adventure, and friendship.

Marigold Heavenly Nostrils is one magical unicorn—and she
knows it! But sometimes it’s harder for humans like Phoebe
to understand that they can be magical, too. In the latest
Phoebe and Her Unicorn adventure, the pair visits the
science museum, tests out an extra-special virtual unicorn
reality, and performs in the school talent show. With the
help of her best friend and an emergency sparkle
transfusion, Phoebe learns about confidence, empathy, and

Scholastic Inc.

The Witches: The Graphic Novel
Roald Dahl, Pénélope Bagieu
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$14.99 USD
304 pages

Summary:
Roald Dahl's darkly funny masterpiece, The Witches,
now available as a graphic novel from Eisner Award-
winning artist Pénélope Bagieu!

Witches are real, and they are very, very dangerous. They
wear ordinary clothes and have ordinary jobs, living in
ordinary towns all across the world -- and there's nothing
they despise more than children. When an eight-year-old
boy and his grandmother come face-to-face with the Grand
High Witch herself, they may be the only ones who can stop
the witches' latest plot to stamp out every last child in the
country!

St. Martin's Griffin

A Marvelous Life : The Amazing Story of Stan
Lee
Danny Fingeroth
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$17.99 USD
400 pages

Scholastic Press

Caster
Elsie Chapman
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$10.99 USD
352 pages

Summary:
Avatar: The Last Airbender meets Fight Club in this
action-packed fantasy about a secret, underground
magic fighting tournament.

If the magic doesn't kill her, the truth just might.

Aza Wu knows that real magic is dangerous and illegal.
After all, casting killed her sister, Shire. As with all magic,
everything comes at a price. For Aza, it feels like everything
in her life has some kind of cost attached to it. Her sister
had been casting for money to pay off Saint Willow, the
gang leader that oversees her sector of Lotusland. If you
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Insight Editions

Voltron: The Ultimate Visual History
Andrew Farago
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$50.00 USD
192 pages

Summary: Voltron: The Ultimate Visual History is the
definitive look into the decades-spanning adventures of the
hit series Voltron.

In 1984, a new animated series captivated American
television audiences: Voltron: Defender of the Universe
introduced a plucky team of teen astronauts and their giant
super robot Voltron, creating generations of fans. In 2016,
DreamWorks Animation premiered Voltron Legendary
Defender, a gripping continuation of the saga brought to the
screen by executive producer Joaquim Dos Santos (Avatar:
The Last Airbender, The Legend of Korra) and co-executive
producer Lauren Montgomery (The Legend of Korra, Young

Andrews McMeel Publishing

Fangs
Sarah Andersen
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$14.99 USD
112 pages

Summary: A love story between a vampire and a
werewolf by the creator of the enormously popular
Sarah's Scribbles comics.

Elsie the vampire is three hundred years old, but in all that
time, she has never met her match. This all changes one
night in a bar when she meets Jimmy, a charming werewolf
with a wry sense of humor and a fondness for running wild
during the full moon. Together they enjoy horror films and
scary novels, shady strolls, fine dining (though never with
garlic), and a genuine fondness for each other’s unusual
habits, macabre lifestyles, and monstrous appetites.

Tor Books

Wild Cards XI: Dealer's Choice : Book Three
of the Rox Triad
George R. R. Martin
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$19.99 USD
432 pages

Summary: After too many disastrous raids and military
embarrassments, the Nats order a full-out, no-holds-barred,
blitzkrieg against Bloat and his genetic outcasts. The
mission is clear: destroy Ellis Island, no survivors. As the
final battle rages, the Turtle throws in the towel, Modular
Man switches sides, Reflector faces defeat, Legion
“dies”—and assassins reach Bloat’s chamber. This is it, folks.
The final days of the Rox.

The Wild Cards series explodes into apocalyptic battle
action, edited by #1 New York Times bestselling author
George R. R. Martin and Melinda M. Snodgrass, featuring
the writing talents of Edward W. Bryant, Stephen Leigh,

Tachyon Publications

The Four Profound Weaves : A Birdverse
Book
R. B. Lemberg
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$14.95 USD
192 pages

Summary: Two transgender elders must learn to
weave from Death in order to defeat an evil ruler—in
the debut full-length work set in R. B. Lemberg’s
award-winning queer fantasy Birdverse universe

“The Four Profound Weaves is the anti-authoritarian,
queer-mystical fairy tale we need right now.”
—Annalee Newitz, author of The Future of Another
Timeline

“A beautiful, heartfelt story of change, family, identity,
and courage.” —Library Journal, starred review
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Graphix

Finders Keepers! (From the creator of BONE)
Jeff Smith
Pub Date: 9/1/20
$17.99 USD
48 pages

Summary:
The three Bone cousins find a coin -- finders keepers! -- but
they can't agree on how to spend it. Fone Bone wants an
apple and bananas they can share, Smiley Bone wants an
ice cream cone with a pickle on top, and Phoney Bone wants
to build a giant statue... of himself!

Finding a coin leads to unexpected adventure -- and lots of
delighted giggles for young readers. Jeff Smith has created
yet another one-of-a-kind picture book!

Titan Books

Marvel's Avengers  The Art of the Game
Paul Davies
Pub Date: 9/4/20
$39.95 USD
192 pages

Summary: Delve into the world of Marvel’s Avengers in
this extraordinary collection of art. Packed with
concept art, final designs, storyboards, and artist
commentary.

Assemble your team of Earth’s Mightiest Heroes, embrace
your powers, and live your Super Hero dreams. In a future
with Super Heroes outlawed and the Avengers disbanded, a
young Kamala Khan must reassemble the Avengers to stop
AIM. Marvel’s Avengers is an epic, action-adventure journey
with new Heroes and new narrative delivered on an
on-going basis, for the definitive Avengers gaming
experience.

Harvard Square Editions

The Road Not Taken
Susan Rubin
Pub Date: 9/4/20
$22.95 USD
292 pages

Summary: "The compelling story, told with effortless grace,
of a suburban woman driven to become a warrior, a hero, a
priestess." -Ms Magazine

Tweet blurb to: Deborah has cosmic powers. She gulps
absinthe with Van Gogh, enjoys mythic sex with Egypt's
Osiris, soars from NYC to Paris with painters and thieves.

This is the story of a woman who is suddenly widowed at
50. Left with money but no direction to her life, she moves
back to the West Village where she grew up. She is deep in
transition from suburban housewife to living in the big city
with a child from whom she is emotionally detached when

Cinebook, Ltd

Oklahoma Jim
Jean Leturgie, Pierce, Morris
Pub Date: 9/7/20
$11.95 USD
48 pages

Summary: Kid Luck, still travelling with Old Timer, arrives
in Mushroom City. After months in the wild, they’re both
glad to find a place where they can have some fun! While
the old gold miner has every intention to enjoy himself,
though, he immediately sends Luke … straight to school! A
horrible sentence for the young cowboy-in-the-making, who
is about to meet a quartet of already nasty little brats, and
a pistolero with somewhat … flexible morals!
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Cinebook, Ltd

Kansas
Eric Stalner
Pub Date: 9/7/20
$11.95 USD
48 pages

Summary: During the 1961 floods in Kansas, the Clown is
searching a house, looking for important documents. When
the police arrive, though, a shoot-out ensues that ends in
the killer’s apparent death. And yet … By the time the owner
of the house returns, along with Alex Poliac, the documents
have disappeared, and Alex is convinced his old enemy is
still alive. Meanwhile, FBI Agent Laura Kensington is
arrested for treason …

Balzer + Bray

The Language of Ghosts
Heather Fawcett
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$16.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: Forced into exile on an enchanted, moving
island, ex-princess Noa Marchena has two missions: reclaim
her family’s stolen throne and ensure that the dark powers
her older brother, Julian, possesses don’t go to his head in
the process. But between babysitting her annoying little
sister, Mite, and keeping an eye on the cake-loving sea
monster that guards the moving island, Noa has her hands
full.

When the siblings learn that their enemies are searching for
a weapon capable of defeating Julian—whose legendary spell
weaving is feared throughout the kingdom—once and for all,
they vow to get to it first. To everyone’s surprise, the key to

Chronicle Books

Spirited Away Eraser Set
Studio Ghibli
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$12.95 USD
5 pages

Summary: Make mistakes vanish with this set of five
erasers featuring characters from Studio Ghibli's award-
winning film Spirited Away. Eraser sleeves include Chihiro,
Haku, No Face, Yubaba, and Radish Spirit—all packaged to
look as if they are crossing the bridge into the spirit world!

GREAT FOR STUDIO GHIBLI FANS: This eraser set,
part of a continuing official partnership with Japanese
animation giant Studio Ghibli, captures the nostalgia
and magic of the classic Ghibli film Spirited Away. It's
a great gift or self-purchase for animation fans,
collectors, artists, and anyone who loves cute
Japanese art, stationery, and pop culture.

Rockridge Press

Create Your Own Graphic Novel: A Guide for
Kids : Write and Draw Your Own Book
David Wayne Chiu
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$9.99 USD
80 pages

Summary: Create your own graphic novel and bring
your coolest stories to life

Do you have a story to tell? Now you can write your own
books for kids by creating your own graphic novel! With this
step-by-step guide, you’ll discover the storytelling skills of
sequential art. For budding young storytellers with fantastic
tales to tell, this guide will get you drawing in no time.

Write your own books for kids with the guidance provided
on outlining, scripting a story, pacing the action, and
planning transitions. Then break out of the traditional comic
book panel with a variety of blank templates to fill in! Place
your own captions, speech balloons, and sound effects—or
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Angry Robot

Captain Moxley and the Embers of the Empire
Dan Hanks
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$9.99 USD

Summary: An ex-Spitfire pilot is dragged into a race
against a shadowy government agency to unlock the
secrets of the lost empire of Atlantis…

In post-war 1952, the good guys are supposed to have won.
But not everything is as it seems when ex-Spitfire pilot
Captain Samantha Moxley is dragged into a fight against the
shadowy US government agency she used to work for. Now,
with former Nazis and otherworldly monsters on her trail,
Captain Moxley is forced into protecting her archaeologist
sister in a race to retrieve two ancient keys that will unlock
the secrets of a long-lost empire - to ensure a civilisation-
destroying weapon doesn’t fall into the wrong hands. But

Crooked Lane Books

Apocalypse Yesterday : A Novel
Brock Adams
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$26.99 USD
272 pages

Summary: With his best and craziest days behind him,
a Florida call center employee struggles through
mind-numbing drudgery day after day—but he just
might have a way to reclaim the madness and his
former life.

The zombie apocalypse is over. The humans have won. Life
is back to normal. And Rip is bored as hell. It’s not much of
a life sitting in a call center in the poor town of Spanish
Shanty, Florida, answering emails like a drone and listening
to customer complaints.

Rip was ruler of a tiny kingdom in the Lazy River waterpark,

Strange Attractor Press

There Is a Graveyard That Dwells in Man
: More Strange Fiction and Hallucinatory
Tales
David Tibet
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$21.95 USD
416 pages

Summary: A compendium of strange fiction and
hallucinatory tales by both renowned innovators of the
weird and little-known scribes of the macabre.

An arcane compendium of strange fiction and hallucinatory
tales, There Is a Graveyard That Dwells in Man collects
chilling stories by renowned innovators of the weird and by
many little-known and underrepresented or forgotten scribes
of the macabre.

Selected by artist, writer, and musician David Tibet, this
widely-sourced collection of supernatural rarities continues
the bibliographic archaeology initiated with The Moons At
Your Door (Strange Attractor Press, 2016), offering lyrical

Tor Books

Architects of Memory
Karen Osborne
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$17.99 USD
352 pages
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Street Noise Books

Spellbound : A Graphic Memoir
Bishakh Som
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$18.99 USD
160 pages

Summary: The meticulous artwork of transgender
artist Bishakh Som gives us the rare opportunity to see
the world through another lens.
This exquisite graphic novel memoir by a transgender artist,
explores the concept of identity by inviting the reader to
view the author moving through life as she would have us
see her, that is, as she sees herself. Framed with a candid
autobiographical narrative, this book gives us the
opportunity to enter into the author’s daily life and explore
her thoughts on themes of gender and sexuality, memory
and urbanism, love and loss.

Matthew Marks Gallery/Garth Greenan Gallery

Gladys Nilsson: Honk! Fifty Years of Painting
Gladys Nilsson, Marcia Tucker, Alison M. Gingeras
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$55.00 USD
176 pages

Summary: Covering five decades and featuring 100
full-color plates, this beautiful volume is Chicago painter
Gladys Nilsson’s (born 1940) most comprehensive
monograph to date. Though Nilsson is better known for the
watercolors she began exhibiting in the mid-1960s as an
original member of the Hairy Who, she has dedicated much
of her career to painting in acrylic.

This monograph begins with her 1960s paintings on panel
and Plexiglas, then considers her 1970s paintings on canvas,
including the seven-foot-high Dipped Dick: Adam and Eve
after Cranach, whose title characters are surrounded by a
menagerie of cavorting plants and animals. The book

William Morrow Paperbacks

Full Throttle : Stories
Joe Hill
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$18.99 USD
496 pages

Summary: A little door that opens to a world of fairy-tale
wonders becomes the blood-drenched stomping ground for a
gang of hunters in “Faun.” A grief-stricken librarian climbs
behind the wheel of an antique Bookmobile to deliver fresh
reads to the dead in “Late Returns.”

In “By the Silver Water of Lake Champlain”—now an episode
on Shudder TV’s Creepshow—two young friends stumble on
the corpse of a plesiosaur at the water’s edge, a discovery
that forces them to confront the inescapable truth of their
own mortality. And tension shimmers in the sweltering heat
of the Nevada desert as a faceless trucker finds himself
caught in a sinister dance with a tribe of motorcycle outlaws

Laurence King Publishing

The Street Art Manual
Barney Francis
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$19.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: The Street Art Manual is an illicit, tactical
handbook to creating art in public and taking over
urban space.

Every type of street art is covered, from painting graffiti, to
light projections, stencilling, wheat pasting and mural
making, with each technique illustrated with step-by-step
drawings.

Written by award-winning artist author and agitator Bill
Posters, The Street Art Manual includes a guide to hacking
urban spaces, as well as legal information on Freedom of
Expression, criminal damage and trespassing.
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Sky Pony

Harper and the Circus of Dreams
Cerrie Burnell, Laura Ellen Anderson
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$7.99 USD
152 pages

Summary: "Brimming with charming illustrations and
written with flowing wonderment, this is a fantastical
slip of a story where magic and music combine to
create enchantment. . . . A winsome tale that will make
the minds of early chapter-book readers sparkle."
—Kirkus Reviews

Late one evening as the stars begin to twinkle, Harper and
her friends are flying on the scarlet umbrella when they see
a girl running on air, skipping along a tightrope. She leads
them to the Circus of Dreams, suspended in the air by hot
air balloons.

Zenescope

Fairy Tales Art Portfolio
None, J. Scott Campbell, Stanley Artgem Lau, Jay
A...
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$24.99 USD
40 pages

Summary: Celebrate 15 years of Grimm Fairy Tales as
Zenescope features twenty of its most iconic covers in this
poster-sized art portfolio by some of the industry’s top
artists.

With breathtaking artwork by J. Scott Campbell, Stanley
“Artgerm” Lau, Jay Anacleto, David Finch, Keith Garvey, and
Eric Basaldua, don’t miss this chance to own these
masterpieces.

These easily removable pages, printed on heavy cardstock
measuring at 12 x 18 inches are a must have for any
diehard fan!

Chronicle Books

Spirited Away Pencils
Studio Ghibli
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$14.95 USD
10 pages

Summary: Let your creative spirits flow with this handy set
of 10 graphite pencils featuring beloved characters from
Hayao Miyazaki's award-winning fantasy film Spirited Away.

GREAT FOR STUDIO GHIBLI FANS: This pencil set,
part of a continuing official partnership with Japanese
animation giant Studio Ghibli, captures the nostalgia
and magic of the classic Ghibli film Spirited Away. It's
a great gift or self-purchase for animation fans,
collectors, artists, and anyone who loves cute
Japanese art, stationery, and pop culture.
OWN A PIECE OF THIS CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED FILM:
Spirited Away is the highest-grossing film in Japan's

HarperTeen

The Other Side of the Sky
Amie Kaufman, Meagan Spooner
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$19.99 USD
480 pages

Summary: Prince North’s home is in the sky, in a gleaming
city held aloft by intricate engines powered by technology.
Nimh is the living goddess of her people on the surface,
responsible for providing answers, direction—hope.

Linked by a terrifying prophecy and caught between duty
and fate, they must choose between saving their people or
succumbing to the bond that is forbidden between them.

Magnetic and gorgeously thematic, New York Times
bestselling author duo Amie Kaufman and Meagan Spooner
have crafted a gripping tale of magic and logic, fate and
choice, and an impossible decision between an empty future
and a deadly love. Perfect for fans of Claudia Gray and Laini
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Pushkin Children's Books

Glass Town Wars
Celia Rees, Anna Morrison
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$12.95 USD
320 pages

Summary: The thrilling adventure story based on the
writings of the Brontë children, by the bestselling
author of Witch Child

When Tom is in a coma, his friend Milo decides that he can
be a guinea pig for a new gaming device - a device that will
take him to a troubled world where he meets the the
warrior-like Augusta who is fighting to save her kingdom
from takeover by her rival. With Tom at her side, she finds
extra courage. Slowly but surely, Tom starts to leave his life
in London behind as the two of them become ever more
embroiled in a world of chaos and tension that encompasses
the past, the present and the future.

VIZ Media LLC

Pokémon: Sun & Moon, Vol. 8
Satoshi Yamamoto, Hidenori Kusaka
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$4.99 USD
96 pages

Summary: Awesome adventures inspired by the
best-selling new Pokémon Sun & Moon video games set in
the tropical Alola Region!

Sun dreams of money. Moon dreams of scientific
discoveries. When their paths cross with Team Skull, both
their plans go awry…

It’s a showdown in Vast Poni Canyon to repel the invading
Ultra Beasts! Sun and Moon must gain control of Legendary
Pokémon Solgaleo and Lunala before Faba can use them to
take over the Aether Foundation. And then a Trainer and
Pokémon get dragged into a wormhole…

Rosarium Publishing

Sunspot Jungle: Volume Two : The Ever
Expanding Universe of Fantasy and Science
Fiction
Bill Campbell
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$19.95 USD
532 pages

Summary:
In celebration of Rosarium's fifth anniversary, publisher Bill
Campbell has compiled a two-volume collection of 100
science fiction, fantasy, and horror short stories from around
the world. Like space and the future, Sunspot Jungle has no
boundaries and celebrates the wide varieties and
possibilities this genre represents, with some of the most
notable names in the field. Featuring the works of: Nick
Harkaway, Ken Liu, Nalo Hopkinson, Tananarive Due, Max
Gladstone, Nisi Shawl, Nick Mamatas, Carmen Maria
Machado, Tobias S. Buckell, Karen Lord, and more!

Aladdin

Dragon Slayers
Lisa McMann
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$18.99 USD
432 pages

Summary: Ten years after Alex and Aaron Stowe
brought peace to Quill and Artimé, their younger twin
sisters journey beyond Artimé in the sixth novel in the
New York Times bestselling sequel series to The
Unwanteds, which Kirkus Reviews called “The Hunger
Games meets Harry Potter.”

The Revinir is getting desperate.

Following her dramatic abduction of Fifer and Thisbe, the
dragon woman traps the twins in an isolated, crumbling
palace and surrounds them with four killer dragons in an
attempt to coerce them to join her side. Hope finally arrives
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St. Martin's Griffin

A Snake Lies Waiting : The Definitive Edition
Jin Yong, Anna Holmwood, Gigi Chang
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$18.99 USD
448 pages

St. Martin's Griffin

A Snake Lies Waiting : The Definitive Edition
Jin Yong, Anna Holmwood, Gigi Chang
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$30.99 USD
448 pages

Summary: Guo Jing has confronted Apothecary Huang, his
sweetheart Lotus Huang's father, on Peach Blossom Island,
and bested the villainous Gallant Ouyang in the three trials
to win the hand of his beloved.

But now, along with his two friends and shifus, Zhou Botong
of the Quanzhen Sect, and Count Seven Hong, Chief of the
Beggar Clan, he has walked into another trap. Tricked into
boarding a unseaworthy barge by Apothecary Huang, the
three friends will surely drown unless Lotus—who has
overheard her father's plans—can find a way to save them.

Yet even if they are to survive the voyage, great dangers lie

Dundurn

The Book of Sam
Rob Shapiro
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$12.99 USD
280 pages

Summary: A hell-bound fantasy starring demons,
damsels, and an unlikely hero.

“A fast-paced, page-turning adventure built out of a
strikingly original mythology. Eerie, surprising, and a
lot of fun.” — Elan Mastai, author of All Our Wrong
Todays

Sixteen-year-old Sam Sullinger lives in the shadow of
adolescence. He's lost among his overachieving siblings,
constantly knocked down by his harsh father, and bullied
daily. His only solace is his best friend and crush, Harper.

The Kent State University Press

Hemingway in Comics
Robert K. Elder
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$29.95 USD
280 pages

Summary: Ernest Hemingway casts a long shadow in
literature—reaching beyond his status as a giant of
20th-century fiction and a Nobel Prize winner—extending
even into comic books. Appearing variously with Superman,
Mickey Mouse, Captain Marvel, and Cerebus, he has even
battled fascists alongside Wolverine in Spain and teamed up
with Shade to battle adversaries in the Area of Madness.

Robert K. Elder’s research into Hemingway’s comic presence
demonstrates the truly international reach of Hemingway as
a pop culture icon. In more than 120 appearances across
multiple languages, Hemingway is often portrayed as the
hypermasculine legend: bearded, boozed up, and ready to
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Disney Lucasfilm Press

Star Wars: World of Reading This is Luke
: (Level 1)
Lucasfilm Press
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$4.99 USD
32 pages

Summary: Catalog Copy:
This Level 1 early reader with stickers introduces young fans and reluctant readers to
Luke Skywalker, one of the most iconic characters from the Star Wars Saga and
features a fun new illustration style from the celebrated Galaxy of Adventures
animation shorts (with over 3 million views on the Star Wars Kids YouTube channel).
Padawans learning to read will love this fresh take on a format parents know and trust.

Versify

The Last Last-Day-of-Summer : A Legendary
Alston Boys Adventure
Lamar Giles, Dapo Adeola
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$7.99 USD
320 pages

Summary:
"The Last Last-Day-of-Summer reminds me that all
children deserve to exist in magical spaces where their
imaginations and familial bonds will them into heroism.
Every single child should have the freedom to be one of
The Legendary Alstons. And I, for one, am grateful to
Giles, and this brilliant story, for that reminder."
—Jason Reynolds, author of Newbery Honoree Long
Way Down

“The legendary heroes of this legendary book are
already legendary when the story begins! From there
things can only get legendary-er!” —Tom Angleberger,

Europa Editions

The Memory of Babel : Book Three of The
Mirror Visitor Quartet
Christelle Dabos, Hildegarde Serle
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$20.00 USD
508 pages

Summary: “The Mirror Visitor stands on the same shelf
as Harry Potter.”—Elle Magazine

In this gripping third volume of the Christelle Dabos’s
best-selling saga, Ophelia, the mirror-traveling
heroine, finds herself on the ark of Babel guarding a
secret that may provide a key both to the past and the
future.

After two years and seven months biding her time on
Anima, her home ark, it is finally time to act, to put what
she has discovered in the Book of Farouk to use. Under an
assumed identity she travels to Babel, a cosmopolitan and
thoroughly modern ark that is the jewel of the universe.

Humanoids, Inc.

The Incal
Alejandro Jodorowsky, Moebius Moebuis
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$29.99 USD
316 pages

Summary: Moebius' and Alejandro Jodorowsky's Sci-Fi
masterpiece collected in one epic volume. Lose yourself
in the in the story that inspired many legendary
filmakers including George Lucas and Ridley Scott.

John Difool, a low-class detective in a degenerate dystopian
world, finds his life turned upside down when he discovers
an ancient, mystical artifact called "The Incal." Difool’s
adventures will bring him into conflict with the galaxy’s
greatest warrior, the Metabaron, and will pit him against the
awesome powers of the Technopope. These encounters and
many more make up a tale of comic and cosmic proportions
that has Difool fighting for not only his very survival but
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Grand Central Publishing

The Invention of Sound
Chuck Palahniuk
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$27.00 USD
240 pages

Summary:
A father searching for his missing daughter is suddenly
given hope when a major clue is discovered, but
learning the truth could shatter the seemingly perfect
image Hollywood is desperate to uphold.

Gates Foster lost his daughter, Lucy, seventeen years ago.
He's never stopped searching. Suddenly, a shocking new
development provides Foster with his first major lead in over
a decade, and he may finally be on the verge of discovering
the awful truth.

Meanwhile, Mitzi Ives has carved out a space among the

Orbit

The Bone Shard Daughter
Andrea Stewart
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$28.00 USD
448 pages

Summary:
"One of the best fantasy novels I've read in a long
time...it grabs you by the heart and the throat from the
first pages and doesn't let go." -- Sarah J. Maas

The Bone Shard Daughter is an unmissable fantasy
debut from a major new voice in epic fantasy -- a
stunning tale of magic, mystery, and revolution in
which the former heir to the emperor will fight to
reclaim her power and her place on the throne.

The emperor's reign has lasted for decades, his mastery of
bone shard magic powering the animal-like constructs that

Abrams ComicArts

Kent State : Four Dead in Ohio
Derf Backderf
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$24.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: From Derf Backderf, the bestselling author
of My Friend Dahmer, comes the tragic and
unforgettable story of the Kent State shootings

On May 4, 1970, the Ohio National Guard gunned down
unarmed college students protesting the Vietnam War at
Kent State University. In a deadly barrage of 67 shots, 4
students were killed and 9 shot and wounded. It was the
day America turned guns on its own children—a shocking
event burned into our national memory. A few days prior,
10-year-old Derf Backderf saw those same Guardsmen
patrolling his nearby hometown, sent in by the governor to
crush a trucker strike. Using the journalism skills he

Norton Young Readers

Bearmouth : A Novel
Liz Hyder
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$18.95 USD
256 pages

Summary: Life in Bearmouth is one of hard labor and
isolation, the sunlit world far above the mine a distant
memory. Newt has lived in the mine since the age of four,
and accepts everything from the harsh working conditions to
the brutality of the mine’s leaders—until the mysterious
Devlin arrives and dares to ask the question, “Why?” As
tensions rise, Newt is soon looking at Bearmouth with a
fresh perspective—challenging the system and setting in
motion a change of events that could destroy their entire
world.

An utterly distinctive voice, propulsive and page-turning
storytelling, high stakes, heart-stopping twists, and a sense
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Canongate Books

The Ice House
Tim Clare
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$16.00 USD
416 pages

Summary: War doesn't end. It sleeps.

Delphine Venner remembers everything. She remembers
what it is to be a child of war, and what the terrifying
creatures from another world took from her all those years
ago.

And in that other world, Avalonia, someone waits for
Delphine. Hagar, a centuries-old assassin, daily paying a
terrible price for her unending youth, is planning one final
death, the death that will cost her everything. The death
which requires Delphine.

Walker Books US

Embassy of the Dead
Will Mabbitt, Taryn Knight
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$16.99 USD
272 pages

Summary: Jake Green is dead. Or he might as well be
when he mistakenly accepts a package from the
Embassy of the Dead in this hilarious adventure of the
afterlife, the first in a series.

When Jake Green opens a mysterious box containing a
severed finger, he accidentally summons a grim reaper
intent on dragging him to the Eternal Void (yes, it’s as fatal
as it sounds). Now Jake is running for his life. Luckily, he
has a knack for talking to ghosts, which just might help him
survive long enough to reach the Embassy of the Dead and
plead his case. With the help of a prankster poltergeist and
a dead undertaker, Jake dodges fearsome undead creatures,

Marvel Press

Snow Day for Groot!
Brendan Deneen, Cale Atkinson
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$12.99 USD
32 pages

Summary: Catalog Copy:
The third book in the hit Rocket and Groot picture book
series, following up to Night Night, Groot and First Day
of Groot!

"Enjoyable even for the uninitiated." —Kirkus Reviews

Arrive in New York on the first day of snow.
As the sun hits the city, it practically glows.

Best pals Rocket and Groot have the day off from guarding
the galaxy, so they're heading to the Big Apple! Spider-Man
is waiting to show them the city—which just so happens to

ECW Press

Afterlife Crisis
Randal Graham
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$17.95 USD
440 pages

Summary: For readers of Douglas Adams, Terry
Pratchett, and P.G. Wodehouse, and fans of The Good
Place – a tongue in cheek fantasy that imagines Isaac
Newton in the afterlife.

Where do you go after you die? Detroit.

“Finally, a hitchhiker's guide to the hereafter.” — Corey
Redekop, author of Husk

Something’s rotten in the afterlife. At least that’s how it
seems to Rhinnick Feynman, the one man who perceives
that someone in the afterlife is tugging at history’s threads
and retroactively unraveling the past. Doing his best to
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Harper Voyager

Prime Deceptions : A Novel
Valerie Valdes
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$16.99 USD
448 pages

Summary: Captain Eva Innocente and the crew of La
Sirena Negra find themselves once again on the fringe of
populated space—and at the center of a raging covert war.
When Eva’s sister asks for help locating a missing scientist,
promises of a big paycheck and a noble cause convince Eva
to take the job despite lingering trust issues.

With reluctant assistance from her estranged mother, Eva
and her crew follow the missing scientist’s trail across the
universe, from the costume-filled halls of a never-ending
convention to a dangerous bot-fighting arena. They
ultimately find themselves at the last place Eva wants to see
again—Garilia—where she experienced her most shameful

Berkley

Ghost Story
Peter Straub
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$9.99 USD
528 pages

Summary: #1 New York Times bestselling author Peter
Straub’s classic tale of horror, secrets, and the
dangerous ghosts of the past….

What is the worst thing you’ve ever done?

In the sleepy town of Milburn, New York, four old men
gather to tell each other stories—some true, some made-up,
all of them frightening. A simple pastime to divert
themselves from their quiet lives.

But one story is coming back to haunt them and their small
town. A tale of something they did long ago. A wicked

Razorbill

War Girls
Tochi Onyebuchi
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$11.99 USD
480 pages

Summary: Two sisters are torn apart by war and must
fight their way back to each other in a futuristic, Black
Panther-inspired Nigeria.

The year is 2172. Climate change and nuclear disasters
have rendered much of earth unlivable. Only the lucky ones
have escaped to space colonies in the sky.

In a war-torn Nigeria, battles are fought using flying, deadly
mechs and soldiers are outfitted with bionic limbs and
artificial organs meant to protect them from the harsh,
radiation-heavy climate. Across the nation, as the
years-long civil war wages on, survival becomes the only

DC Comics

Basketful of Heads (Hill House Comics)
Joe Hill, Leomacs, Dave Stewart
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$24.99 USD
184 pages

Summary: #1 New York Times bestselling author Joe
Hill asks, “With a cursed Viking axe, what can you
accomplish?” and June Branch is ready to answer!

June Branch visits her boyfriend, Liam, on Brody Island for a
relaxing last weekend of summer. After an escaped group of
criminals breaks into the house that June and Liam are
watching, Liam is taken by them. June grabs a strange
Viking axe and flees from the intruders. When one of the
attackers finds her, she swings the axe and takes off his
head, which rolls away and begins to babble in terror. For
June to uncover the truth, she’ll need to hear the facts
straight from the mouths of her attackers, with…or without
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DAW

Divergence
C. J. Cherryh
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$26.00 USD
352 pages

Summary: The twenty-first book in the beloved
Foreigner saga continues the adventures of diplomat
Bren Cameron, as he navigates the tenuous peace he
has struck between human refugees and the alien
atevi.

The overthrow of the atevi head of state, Tabini-aiji, and his
subsequent restoration have prompted major changes in the
Assassins’ Guild. With the Assassins now rid of internal
corruption, the birth of Tabini’s second child, and the
appointment of an heir, stability seems to have returned to
the atevi world.

Angry Robot

The Phlebotomist
Chris Panatier
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$14.99 USD
344 pages

Summary: In a near future where citizens are subject
to the mandatory blood draw, government
phlebotomist Willa Wallace witnesses an event that
makes her question her whole world…

To recover from a cataclysmic war, the Harvest was
instituted to pass blood to those affected by radiation. But
this charitable act has led to a society segregated entirely
by blood type. Government blood contractor, Patriot,
rewards your generous gift based on the compatibility of
your donation, meaning that whoever can give the most,
gets the most in return.

Mariner Books

Animal Farm: The Graphic Novel
George Orwell, Odyr
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$14.99 USD
176 pages

Summary:
A beautiful graphic adaptation of George Orwell’s
timeless and timely allegorical novel.

“All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal
than others.”

In 1945, George Orwell, called “the conscience of his
generation,” created an enduring, devastating story of new
tyranny replacing old, and power corrupting even the
noblest of causes. Today it is all too clear that Orwell’s
masterpiece is still fiercely relevant wherever cults of
personality thrive, truths are twisted by those in power, and

First Second

Castle in the Stars: A Frenchman on Mars
Alex Alice
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$19.99 USD
64 pages
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Gallery / Saga Press

The Year's Best Science Fiction Vol. 1 : The
Saga Anthology of Science Fiction 2020
Jonathan Strahan
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$17.99 USD
608 pages

Summary: The definitive guide and a must-have
collection of the best short science fiction and
speculative fiction of 2019, showcasing brilliant talent
and examining the cultural moment we live in,
compiled by award-winning editor Jonathan Strahan.

With short works from some of the most lauded science
fiction authors, as well as rising stars, this collection
displays the top talent and the cutting-edge cultural
moments that affect our lives, dreams, and stories. The list
of authors is truly star-studded, including New York Times
bestseller Ted Chiang (author of the short story that inspired
the movie Arrival), N. K. Jemisin, Charlie Jane Anders, and

Tor Books

Supernova Era
Cixin Liu, Joel Martinsen
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$18.99 USD
368 pages

Summary: In those days, Earth was a planet in space.
In those days, Beijing was a city on Earth.
On this night, history as known to humanity came to an
end.

Eight light years away, a star has died, creating a supernova
event that showers Earth in deadly levels of radiation.
Within a year, everyone over the age of thirteen will die.

And so the countdown begins. Parents apprentice their
children and try to pass on the knowledge needed to keep
the world running.

Tordotcom

Master of Poisons
Andrea Hairston
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$27.99 USD
512 pages

Drawn and Quarterly

The Contradictions
Sophie Yanow
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$24.95 USD
200 pages
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Hazy Dell Press

Zombie, Or Not to Be
Kyle Sullivan, Derek Sullivan
Pub Date: 9/8/20
$16.95 USD
220 pages

Summary: Something is rotten in the state of
Deadmark, but of course there is: it's filled with
zombies.
This brainy middle-grade adaptation of Shakespeare's
Hamlet follows a young science-minded zombie named Edda
as she deals with a series of death-altering problems
including a climate crisis caused by the anti-science humans
in Ignorway, the disappearance of her mom, and the greedy
scheming of her villainous Aunt Agonista.

Visit hazydellpress.com for free education guides and
activities perfect for schools, libraries, homeschool and
stay-at-home learning.

Big Picture Press

Anatomicum : Welcome to the Museum
Jennifer Z. Paxton, Katy Wiedemann
Pub Date: 9/10/20
$35.00 USD
112 pages

Summary: Welcome to a museum that is always open to
explore. Inside these pages you’ll get a peek at the
workings of the major systems of the human body, from the
minute muscles used to convey emotion to precise workings
of the human brain. With stunning artwork by Katy
Wiedemann and expert text by Dr. Jennifer Z. Paxton, this
beautiful book makes anatomical knowledge both accessible
and beautiful.

Tokyopop

Dramacon
Svetlana Chmakova
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$24.99 USD
624 pages

Summary:
Relive Christie's three-year adventure at the Yatta Anime Convention
with this 15th-anniversary edition of Svetlana Chmakova's debut
series: Dramacon. All three volumes are compacted into one
pocket-sized edition. Vol 1 Summary: When amateur writer Christie
settles in the artist alley of her first-ever anime convention, she sees it
as an opportunity to promote the manga she had started with her
artist boyfriend. But when she unexpectedly falls for a mysterious
cosplayer, things become complicated. What do you do when you
love someone who is going miles away from you in just a couple of
days?! Web-comic vet Svetlana Chmakova gives us a funny,
romantic, behind-the-scenes look at an anime convention-where
sometimes even two is a crowd! Vol 2 Summary: It's Christie's

HMH Books for Young Readers

No Place for Monsters
Kory Merritt
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$14.99 USD
384 pages

Summary:

In this spellbinding, lavishly illustrated story that Diary
of a Wimpy Kid author Jeff Kinney calls "wildly
imaginative and totally terrifying," two unlikely friends
face down their worst fears in order to stop their small
town—and themselves—from disappearing.

Levi and Kat are about to discover a very dark side to their
neighborhood.

Nothing ever seems out of place in the safe, suburban town
of Cowslip Grove. Lawns are neatly mowed, sidewalks are
tidy, and the sounds of ice cream trucks fill the air. But now
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Iron Circus Comics

Student Ambassador: The Missing Dragon
Ryan Estrada, Axur Eneas
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$15.00 USD
150 pages

Summary: "Madcap antics and adventures." — KIRKUS

"A fun adventure tale with a lot of personality." —
SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL

“I want to tell you a story about being a student
ambassador, but that will be boring. So instead, I’ll tell
you about the time I almost got eaten by a crocodile.”

When eight-year-old student ambassador Joseph Bazan wins
a photo op with the President of the United States, he
doesn’t quite know what to expect, but it certainly isn’t
hanging out with the leader of the free world in a secret
compartment inside the resolute desk! Joseph’s pluck and

Marvel

Tomb of Dracula: The Complete Collection
Vol. 4
Marv Wolfman, Steve Englehart, Doug Moench,
Gerry ...
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$44.99 USD
488 pages

Summary: The Lord of the Undead invades America! And
there Dracula must face the blade-handed Juno, agent of his
nemesis Doctor Sun! Will vampire hunters Quincy Harker,
Rachel van Helsing and Frank Drake be Drac's unlikely
saviors? To take down Sun once and for all, Drac must ally
with his greatest enemy: Blade! But when Doctor Strange's
servant Wong becomes Dracula's next victim, the Sorcerer
Supreme will do everything possible to save his friend's life
- and end the vampire lord's! Plus: Who will be the bride of
Dracula? Literary worlds collide as Drac encounters Robin
Hood, Frankenstein's Monster and more! Dracula
battles...the Silver Surfer?! And there'll be hell to pay when
Blade calls in a favor from Daimon Hellstrom!

Marvel

Tarot
Alan Davis, Paul Renaud
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$15.99 USD
136 pages

Summary: An all-new epic adventure teaming the classic
Earth's Mightiest Heroes with Marvel's premiere Non-Team!
A strange and impossible lost memory from his days in
World War II draws Namor the Sub-Mariner to his onetime
compatriot Captain America - but the two heroes and their
respective allies find themselves pulled into a labyrinth of
pain, destruction and madness courtesy of the Infernal Ichor
of Ish'lzog! It's Avenger vs. Defender as the alchemist
Diablo casts another card from the deck of fate, pitting hero
against hero for his own nefarious purposes!

COLLECTING: TAROT 1-4

Top Shelf Productions

From Hell: Master Edition
Alan Moore, Eddie Campbell
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$49.99 USD
576 pages

Summary: Meet the most notorious serial killer of all
time, Jack the Ripper—and meet the vast and vibrant
communities of Victorian London where his foul deeds
gave birth to the modern era. In this remarkable new
edition, the award-winning bestseller FROM HELL now
features astonishing colors by Eddie Campbell!

Jack is back—and this time, the blood is red.

Experience FROM HELL as never before: fully restored and
in color for the first time!

Five unsolved murders. Two of the greatest creators in the
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Gemstone Publishing

The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide
Volume 50 – Spider-Man/Spawn
Robert M. Overstreet, Todd McFarlane
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$29.95 USD
1200 pages

Summary: The Bible of serious comic book collectors,
dealers and historians marks its Golden Anniversary with
The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide #50, complete with
new prices, new feature articles, new additions to the
Overstreet Hall of Fame, new market reports and more. Find
out why the Guide has been trusted for five decades!
Spawn/Spider-Man crossover cover by acclaimed artist Todd
McFarlane, recently recognized bythe Guinness Book of
World Records!

IDW Publishing

The Mueller Report: Graphic Novel
Shannon Wheeler, Steve Duin
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$15.99 USD
208 pages

Summary: It’s the greatest WHODUNIT of our time…or
a new low for “Presidential Harassment!”

Shannon Wheeler, Eisner Award-winning New Yorker
cartoonist (Too Much Coffee Man, Sh*t My President Says,
God is Disappointed in You), and veteran journalist Steve
Duin (The Oregonian, Comics: Between the Panels, Oil and
Water) turn their critical eye on the Mueller Report—a
comprehensive, understandable, and readable graphic novel
version of the book every patriot needs.

Fight the spin spewing forth from both parties and political
pulpits and check out this graphic novel that brings a

Quercus Publishing

Restoration
Angela Slatter
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$15.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: 'First-class imagination and first-class
storytelling' Jeff Vandermeer, bestselling author of the
Southern Reach trilogy

Walking between the worlds has always been
dangerous - but this time V's facing the loss of all she
holds dear.

Verity Fassbinder thought no boss could be worse than her
perfectionist ex-boyfriend - until she agreed to work for a
fallen angel. The angel is a jealous - and violent - employer,
so she's quit working for the Weyrd Council and sent her
family away.

Printers Row

Marvel's Super Hero Adventures: Ten Mighty
Heroes
Editors of Studio Fun International
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$12.99 USD
20 pages

Summary: Young Marvel fans will love this book
packed with all of their favorite super heroes!

On these pages are Earth's mightiest heroes...and every
villain knows it! Assemble alongside Captain Marvel, Iron
Man, Spider-Man, and all your favorite heroes as they take
down their foes and slowly disappear in this fun, rhyming
board book.
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Chronicle Books

Monstrous Tales : Stories of Strange
Creatures and Fearsome Beasts from around
the World
Sija Hong
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$24.95 USD
160 pages

Summary: Monstrous Tales is a collection of traditional
folktales about bewitching and bloodthirsty creatures.

Translated and transcribed in the late 19th and early
20th centuries, these tales celebrate the diversity
of—and surprising resonances among—folklore
traditions around the world.

Welcome to a world of magical adventure: a mysterious
wolf pursues a bridegroom through a dark forest, a princess
is trapped in a monster's body, and a dragon is coming with
a storm in its wake.

DC Comics

Robin: 80 Years of the Boy Wonder The
Deluxe Edition
Various
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$29.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: Robin: 80 Years of the Boy Wonder is a
masterful collection of stories spanning the incredible
career of ROBIN!

After 80 years, Robin has seen his share of trouble and
adventures…being by Batman’s side—anyone would. Finally,
these incredible stories have found a home together! Travel
through time with this collection of classic crime-fighting
tales and modern mystery-filled stories—with Robin by your
side, adventure is guaranteed!

Collects Batman #368, Batman #410, Batman #411,
Batman #466, Detective Comics #38, Detective Comics

University Press of Mississippi

Critical Directions in Comics Studies
Thomas Giddens
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$30.00 USD
320 pages

Summary: Contributions by Paul Fisher Davies, Lisa
DeTora, Yasemin J. Erden, Adam Gearey, Thomas Giddens,
Peter Goodrich, Maggie Gray, Matthew J. A. Green, Vladislav
Maksimov, Timothy D. Peters, Christopher Pizzino, Nicola
Streeten, and Lydia Wysocki

Recent decades have seen comics studies blossom, but
within the ecosystems of this growth, dominant assumptions
have taken root—assumptions around the particular
methods used to approach the comics form, the ways we
should read comics, how its “system” works, and the
disciplinary relationships that surround this evolving area of
study. But other perspectives have also begun to flourish.

Chicago Review Press

Zorro's Shadow : How a Mexican Legend
Became America's First Superhero
Stephen J.C. Andes
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$18.99 USD
304 pages

Summary:
Long before Superman or Batman made their first
appearances, there was Zorro. Born on the pages of the
pulps in 1919, Zorro fenced his way through the American
popular imagination, carving his signature letter Z into the
flesh of evildoers in Old Spanish California. Zorro is the
original caped crusader, the first hero to have a band called
the Avengers, and the character who laid the blueprint for
the modern American superhero. In Zorro’s Shadow,
historian and Latin American studies expert Stephen J. C.
Andes investigates the legends behind the mask of Zorro,
revealing that the origin of America’s first superhero lies in
Latinx history and experience. Revealing the length of
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Beehive Books

PETER PAN: An Illuminated Edition
J.M. Barrie, Brecht Evens, Maria Tatar
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$100.00 USD
172 pages

Summary: The beloved classic fantasy adventure PETER
PAN (originally published in 1911 as PETER AND WENDY),
has been adapted countless times for film, stage, and
spin-offs -- but it's never been seen as depicted by the
brushwork of celebrated Belgian cartoonist Brecht Evens.
This elaborately illuminated version of Barrie's perennial
masterwork takes an inventive approach to world-building,
treating Neverland as an imaginative space of infinite
possibility to explore. Pirate ships, lost cities, fairy societies,
unknowable beasts and magical creatures -- each of which
fall, as Barrie wrote, "somewhere between reality and all
we've ever dreamed." Featuring an introduction by Maria
Tatar. 9x12", 176 pages.

AK Press

The World We are Fighting For
Seth Tobocman, Peter Kuper, Ethan Heitner
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$15.00 USD
180 pages

Summary: For their 51st edition, World War 3 Illustrated
asked their artists and writers to bring heart and vision to
two questions: What do we really care about? and What are
we fighting for?

Their comic strips and panels are cheerful or angry,
prescriptive, or absurd. There is both humor and strong
imagery. Some artists bring a roadmap for change. Others
simply tell us what their values are, who their loved ones
are, what they are clinging to and holding on to in the
struggle to exist. Some lean into the mysterious, the poetic,
the unfinished, or the unknowable.

This book is really all about the "how" and the "why." Artists
DC Comics

Joker: Killer Smile
Jeff Lemire, Andrea Sorrentino
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$29.99 USD
152 pages

Summary: The Eisner-nominated creative team of
writer Jeff Lemire and artist Andrea Sorrentino (Green
Arrow, Gideon Falls) reunite for a psychological horror
story that delves into the bottomless insanity of The
Joker.

Everyone knows The Joker doesn’t have the most promising
history with psychotherapists. In fact, no one’s even been
able to diagnose him. But that doesn’t matter to Dr. Ben
Arnell; he’s determined to be the one to unravel this
unknowable mind. And there’s no way The Joker could ever
get through the therapeutic walls Ben has built around
himself. Right? There’s no way The Joker’s been entering his

Titan Comics

Blade Runner 2019: Off World
Michael Green, Mike Johnson, Andres Guinaldo
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$16.99 USD

Summary: Winner of the 2020 SCRIBE AWARD for best
Graphic Novel, this critically acclaimed graphic novel, is
the official sequel to the cult classic 1982 science
fiction film directed by Ridley Scott. Co-written by
Michael Green, the Academy Award nominated
screenwriter of Logan, Blade Runner 2049, and Murder
on the Orient Express.

From the rain soaked dystopic world of Los Angeles 2019 to
the never-before-seen promised land of the Off-World
colonies, Replicant-hating Blade Runner Ash’ search for the
runaway wife and child of a rich industrialist takes her
where no other Blade Runner has ever gone before.
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Papercutz

Geeky Fab 5 Vol. 4 : Food Fight For Fiona
Liz Lareau, Ryan Jampole, Lucy Lareau
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$7.99 USD
64 pages

Magnetic Press

Irena : Book Two: Children of the Ghetto
Jean-David Morvan, Séverine Tréfouël, Mike
Kennedy...
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$19.99 USD
104 pages

Summary:
The true tale of Irena Sendlerowa, a social worker in the Warsaw
ghetto in the early 1940s, during the early days of German
occupation. She is credited for saving the lives of 2500 Jewish children
by gradually and quietly smuggling them to safety in small groups.
While she is eventually arrested by Gestapo, imprisoned, and tortured
for her actions, she refuses to reveal her network and is condemned
to death. She is ultimately saved from death by other members of her
organization.

This second volume focuses on Irena's activities following her
incarceration, and her years long mission to locate and reunite the
rescued children with their families, which led decades later to her

Erewhon

The Scapegracers
Hannah Abigail Clarke
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$17.95 USD
400 pages

Summary: An outcast teenage lesbian witch finds her
coven hidden amongst the popular girls in her school,
and performs some seriously badass magic in the
process.

Skulking near the bottom of West High’s social pyramid,
Sideways Pike lurks under the bleachers doing magic tricks
for Coke bottles. As a witch, lesbian, and lifelong outsider,
she’s had a hard time making friends. But when the three
most popular girls pay her $40 to cast a spell at their
Halloween party, Sideways gets swept into a new clique. The
unholy trinity are dangerous angels, sugar-coated
rattlesnakes, and now–unbelievably–Sideways’ best friends.

Margaret K. McElderry Books

Legendborn
Tracy Deonn
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$18.99 USD
512 pages

Summary: Filled with mystery and an intriguingly rich
magic system, Tracy Deonn’s YA contemporary fantasy
Legendborn offers the dark allure of City of Bones with
a modern-day twist on a classic legend and a lot of
Southern Black Girl Magic.

After her mother dies in an accident, sixteen-year-old Bree
Matthews wants nothing to do with her family memories or
childhood home. A residential program for bright high
schoolers at UNC–Chapel Hill seems like the perfect escape
—until Bree witnesses a magical attack her very first night
on campus.
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Tor Books

The Hellion : Malus Domestica #3
S. A. Hunt
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$19.99 USD
400 pages

Brown Books Publishing Group

Venators: Legends Rise
Devri Walls
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$16.99 USD
575 pages

Summary: The path will be forged in sweat and blood.
Rune, Grey, the shape-shifter Beltran, and willful vampire,
Verida, set out to rescue their friend and mentor, Tate, from
the gladiator games. But first they must navigate the perils
of Eon and its warring factions. Each of this band of four
carries with them a secret that threatens to tear their group
apart from within. Rune now bears the mark of the promise
she made to save Grey’s life—a nixie bubble lodged in her
arm that could call her away to do their bidding or spell her
death. Even as their loyalty to their cause and to one
another faces its greatest test, Rune’s twin brother Ryker is
forging an alliance with their mortal enemy, the powerful
sorceress Zio, who has plans of her own for the Venators

Tor Books

Turning Darkness Into Light
Marie Brennan
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$19.99 USD
416 pages

Kodansha Comics

Sue & Tai-chan 1
Konami Kanata
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$12.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: The adorable new odd-couple cat comedy
manga from the creator of the beloved Chi’s Sweet
Home and Chi’s Sweet Adventures, in full color and
formatted for English readers, just like Chi!

Sue is an aging housecat who’s looking forward to living out
her life in peace…but her plans change when the
mischievous black tomcat Tai-chan enters the picture! Hey!
Sue never signed up to be a catsitter! Sue and Tai-chan is
the latest from the reigning meow-narch of cute kitty
comics, Konami Kanata.
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Dark Horse Books

Return of the Wizard King: The Wizard King
Trilogy Book One
Chad Corrie
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$12.99 USD
352 pages

Summary: Get in. Get out. Get paid. That was the plan.
Instead, these reluctant mercenaries uncover some
hidden agendas and ancient power struggles centuries
in the making.

The last wizard king seeks a return to Tralodren after nearly
eight centuries of exile. But doing so requires the
manipulation of a band of mercenaries oblivious to his goals.

The gladiator sold his soul for revenge. The knight’s a bigot.
The dwarf only cares about regaining his honor. Even the
wizardess seems too bookish for anyone’s good. But they’ve
all been hired by a blind seer and his assistant to retrieve

VIZ Media LLC

Maison Ikkoku Collector's Edition, Vol. 1
Rumiko Takahashi
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$24.99 USD
344 pages

Summary: Acclaimed author Rumiko Takahashi’s classic
romantic comedy about finding your path in life.

Yusaku Godai didn’t get accepted into college on the first
try, so he’s studying to retake the entrance exams. But
living in a dilapidated building full of eccentric and noisy
tenants is making it hard for him to achieve his goals. Now
that a beautiful woman has moved in to become the new
resident manager, Godai is driven to distraction!

Marvel

Star Wars: Jedi Fallen Order - Dark Temple
Matthew Rosenberg, Paolo Villanelli
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$15.99 USD
120 pages

Summary: Leading into Jedi: Fallen Order, the upcoming
third-person action-adventure Star Wars title from Lucasfilm
and Respawn Entertainment, DARK TEMPLE follows the Jedi
Master Eno Cordova and his impulsive Padawan, Cere Junda,
on their most dangerous mission yet! The Jedi Council has
sent them to the remote planet Ontotho to oversee the
peaceful excavation of a recently discovered temple. But
Cordova and Junda will soon learn that what surrounds the
temple may be even more dangerous than the mysteries
within it! Clandestine local resistance forces and ruthless
corporate security troops wage a war for the fate of Ontotho
- and the Jedi are caught in the middle! Who are the deadly
Temple Guardians, and what are they protecting? What

Lyons Press

Inside the Star Wars Empire : A Memoir
Bill Kimberlin
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$19.95 USD
272 pages

Summary: Bill Kimberlin may refer to himself as “one of
those names on the endless list of credits at the close of
blockbuster movies.” In reality though, he’s a true insider on
some of the most celebrated and popular movies and
franchises of the past century. Jurassic Park. Star Trek.
Jumanji. Schindler’s List. Saving Private Ryan. Even Forrest
Gump. And perhaps most notably, Star Wars. Inside the
Star Wars Empire is the very funny and insightful tell-all
about the two decades Kimberlin spent as a department
director at LucasFilm Industrial Light and Magic (ILM), the
special effects studio founded by the legendary filmmaker
George Lucas.
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Douglas & McIntyre

The Rise of Real-Life Superheroes : and the
Fall of Everything Else
Peter Nowak
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$19.95 USD
240 pages

Summary: Meanwhile, back in the darkened alleys of a city
near you… trouble is brewing. A fight breaks out. A mugger
shakes down an innocent tourist. Inequality is on the rise.

Enter our heroes. Dark Guardian chases off an angry drug
dealer in Manhattan. Mr. Xtreme charges in and breaks up a
San Diego bar brawl. T.O. Ronin hugs a homeless man on
the snowy streets of Toronto. These aren’t the big-screen or
comic-book heroes that have been increasingly dominating
pop culture. They’re real-life superheroes: individuals who
take on masked personae to fight crime and help the
helpless. They don’t have superpowers, but they do try to
make the world a better place.

Morrow Gift

Greetings from Strange Planet
Nathan W. Pyle
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$14.99 USD
28 pages

Summary: The fascinating and strangely familiar
inhabitants of Strange Planet are at it once again in this
charming set of 26 postcards, each featuring a beloved
scene from Nathan W. Pyle's explosively successful comic
universe. This perforated pad of postcards bound inside a
hardcover case is the perfect keepsake for any Strange
Planet fan who wants to spread the love to their friends and
family or use the 26 images to decorate. Featuring the
wildly popular characters in the signature palette of pinks,
blues, greens, and purples, this postcard collection is sure to
catch the eye of fans and “beings” of every generation.

Archaia

Slaughterhouse-Five: The Graphic Novel
Ryan North, Albert Monteys, Kurt Vonnegut
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$24.99 USD
192 pages

Summary: The first-ever graphic novel adaptation of Kurt
Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse-Five, an American classic, is one
of the world’s great anti-war books.

An American classic and one of the world’s seminal antiwar
books, Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse-Five is faithfully
presented in graphic novel form for the first time from
Eisner Award-winning writer Ryan North (How to Invent
Everything: A Survival Guide for the Stranded Time
Traveler) and Eisner Award-nominated artist Albert Monteys
(Universe!).

Listen: Billy Pilgrim has...

BOOM! Studios

Firefly: New Sheriff in the 'Verse Vol. 1
Greg Pak, Davide Gianfelice
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$19.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: MEET SHERIFF MAL REYNOLDS. Soldier.
Scoundrel. Maybe even hero. Mal Reynolds has been all
these things, but now the captain of the spaceship Serenity
has a new job - SHERRIFF. After the shocking conclusion of
Mal’s journey with Boss Moon, Mal hands himself into the
Alliance...but it turns out he’s not the one they want. The
infamous Ma Reynolds - that’s Mal’s mom - is at the top of
the Alliance’s Most Wanted, and if Mal doesn’t get to her
first, the Alliance will! Kicking off a new Firefly epic, discover
the secret history of Mal and his mother, and what that will
mean for the rest of the ‘verse...and a new brewing war to
end all wars from New York Times bestselling writer Greg
Pak (Star Wars, X-Men), and artists Davide Gianfelice
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Orbit

The Trials of Koli
M. R. Carey
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$16.99 USD
496 pages

Summary:
The journey through M. R. Carey's "immersive,
impeccably rendered world" (Kirkus) -- a world in
which nature has turned against us -- continues in The
Trials of Koli, book two of the Rampart Trilogy.

The earth wants to swallow us whole...

Koli never planned to set foot outside his small village. He
knew that beyond its walls lay a fearsome landscape filled
with choker trees, vicious beasts and Shunned men. But
when he was exiled, he had no choice but to journey out
into this strange world where every moment is a fight for

Fantagraphics

Post-Apocalypto
Tenacious D, Jack Black, Kyle Gass
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$29.99 USD
184 pages

Summary: In the fall of 2018, the Greatest Band in the
World - Tenacious D (comprised of Jack Black and Kyle
Gass) - added arguably its most crucial work to an already
scintillating catalogue of rock greatness: Tenacious D in
Post-Apocalypto the movie (available on YouTube) and
Post-Apocalypto the album. And now - with great
excitement - Tenacious D will add the final piece to the
Post-Apocalypto universe: the graphic novel, which Jack
Black drew and Kyle Gass wrote, complete with
accompanied audio. Post-Apocalypto finds Tenacious D
thrust into a world of complete and utter destruction
following the drop of an atomic bomb. Surviving the attack
in classic cinematic fashion (a good old imperishable 1950s

Fantagraphics

Aquatlantic
Giorgio Carpinteri
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$19.99 USD
56 pages

Summary: In this graphic novel, Aqualantics maintain a
fragile peace with their "surface brothers"—as long as their
world remains a myth. But when an actor who plays the
character of the "indefensible Earthman," all cynicism and
vulgarity, is gradually possessed by his role, a chain reaction
jeopardizes the entire kingdom and the uneasy peace
between the two species. Giorgio Carpinteri’s sheer graphic
brilliance — fusing aspects of Futurism, Cubism, Russian
Constructivism, and German Expressionism with echoes of
Bauhaus and distinct whims of Art Deco — would be enough
to carry this brilliant fantasy, but Aqualantic is also a lyrical,
allegorical masterpiece exploring the relationship between
the conscious and unconscious, the known and the

Meerkat Press

The Cipher
Kathe Koja
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$17.95 USD
260 pages

Summary:
Winner of the Bram Stoker Award and Locus Awards, finalist
for the Philip K. Dick Award, and named one of io9.com's
"Top 10 Debut Science Fiction Novels That Took the World
By Storm." With a new afterword by Maryse Meijer, author
of Heartbreaker and Rag. "Black. Pure black and the sense
of pulsation, especially when you look at it too closely, the
sense of something not living but alive." When a strange
hole materializes in a storage room, would-be poet Nicholas
and his feral lover Nakota allow their curiosity to lead them
into the depths of terror. "Wouldn't it be wild to go down
there?" says Nakota. Nicholas says, "We're not." But no one
is in control, and their experiments lead to obsession,
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Bloomsbury Publishing

Piranesi 10-Copy Signed Prepack
Susanna Clarke
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$270.00 USD

Abrams

The X-Files: The Official Archives : Cryptids,
Biological Anomalies, and Parapsychic
Phenomena
Paul Terry
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$50.00 USD
304 pages

Summary:
A fully authorized, richly illustrated inside look into 50
of Mulder and Scully’s most memorable monster cases

When an X-Files fan opens up The X-Files: The Official
Archives, they are gaining access—for the first time—to
Agents Mulder and Scully’s notes, records, and visual
evidence from actual X-File reports. Designed to mimic a
collection of FBI case files and packed with such items as
autopsy reports, mug shots, lab results, handwritten notes,
newspaper clippings, pages ripped from antique books on
the occult, and security camera printouts, this fully
authorized book is the only one of its kind. Detailing the

Pushkin Children's Books

The Dead World of Lanthorne Ghules
Gerald Killingworth
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$12.95 USD
288 pages

Summary: What starts as a little sibling rivalry
escalates to a life-or-death threat. Can Edwin save his
baby sister from the terrible dangers of the Dead
World?

Edwin really doesn’t want to be a big brother. Forced to
move house, start a new school and make way for this
unwelcome interloper in his parents’ affections, he feels like
everything is chaos. But things might not be as bad as he
fears, as Edwin makes an unusual pen-pal, Lanthorne, who
introduces him to a strange world filled with dark secrets
and thrilling adventures.

The MIT Press

Entanglements : Tomorrow's Lovers,
Families, and Friends
Sheila Williams
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$19.95 USD
240 pages

Summary: Science fiction authors offer original tales of
relationships in a future world of evolving technology.

In a future world dominated by the technological, people will
still be entangled in relationships—in romances, friendships,
and families. This volume in the Twelve Tomorrows series
considers the effects that scientific and technological
discoveries will have on the emotional bonds that hold us
together.

The strange new worlds in these stories feature AI family
therapy, floating fungitecture, and a futuristic love potion. A
co-op of mothers attempts to raise a child together, lovers
try to resolve their differences by employing a therapeutic
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Dark Horse Books

The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys:
California Library Edition
Gerard Way, Shaun Simon, Becky Cloonan, Dan
Jackso...
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$39.99 USD
232 pages

Summary: A direct tie-in to the My Chemical Romance
album Danger Days!

This new Library Edition collects the 2014 series The
True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys: California and the
short story “Dead Satellites,” with the expanded
sketchbook section from the Limited Edition, and a
brand new cover by Cloonan.

Years ago, the Killjoys fought against the tyrannical
megacorporation Better Living Industries, costing them their
lives, save for one—the mysterious Girl. Today, the followers
of the original Killjoys languish in the Desert while BLI

Yearling

The Ghost in Apartment 2R
Denis Markell
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$7.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: What if there was a ghost in your brother’s
room?

This kid-friendly mystery about three friends who try to
help a restless spirit find peace is perfect for fans of
Under the Egg and The Book Scavenger.

It stinks that Danny’s older brother moved out and went to
college. But you know what’s worse? He left behind an
angry ghost in his room!

With the help of his friends Nat and Gus, Danny interviews
everyone his Brooklyn neighborhood to find out about

NYRB Kids

Loretta Mason Potts
Mary Chase, Harold Berson
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$11.99 USD
224 pages

Summary: Imagine how shocked you would be if, like
ten-year-old Colin Mason, you were the oldest (smartest,
best) kid in a family of four, and then you found out that all
these years, without knowing it, you’ve had an older sister,
an “awful, awful, bad, bad, girl—Loretta Mason Potts.” Who?
What? Wait!…But this is only the first of many surprises that
lie in store for Colin, as things get curiouser and curiouser
very fast. Loretta (a glum gangly girl and so very very
rude!) comes home and before you know it, Colin is secretly
following her down a hidden tunnel that leads from a
bedroom closet to an astonishing castle, where a charming
and beautiful countess keeps court attended by a dapper
and ever-obliging general, and in this world everybody loves

Silver Sprocket

Heart Shaped Tears
Abby Jame
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$20.00 USD
120 pages

Summary: In the age of the Anthropocene, girls are tired
and jaded. And yet, we are the last reminders of glittering
purity. Not dumb sexual purity, but light and love, laughing
in beds, sneaking out like the most important thing in the
entire world is on the other side of your parent’s driveway.
We feel deeply, we express when we feel like it, we cry
Heart Shaped Tears. Comics, illustrations, aliens, elves, boys
who don’t text back, words, and cartoons from the sci-fi sad
girl Abby Jame.
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Tuttle Publishing

Manga Yokai Stories : Ghostly Tales from
Japan (Seven Manga Ghost Stories)
Lafcadio Hearn, Sean Michael Wilson, Inko Ai
Takit...
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$14.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: This thrilling collection of seven Japanese ghost
stories will captivate lovers of yokai stories!

Manga Yokai Stories includes:

Nuke-kubi: A masterless samurai is trapped in a house
haunted by headless goblins
The Screen Maiden: A young man develops an
obsession with a woman in a painting that almost kills
him
Corpse Rider: A woman's unburied corpse cannot rest
until she has taken her revenge on the man who
divorced her

Arcade

Wonders Will Never Cease : A Novel
Robert Irwin
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$17.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: "For Fans of Game of Thrones" (Michael
Dirda, Washington Post), An Exhilarating, Magical
Blend of History and Fantasy Set during the Original
Game of Thrones

Beginning with the Palm Sunday battle of Towton, the
bloodiest ever fought on English soil, Wonders Will Never
Cease relates the fabulous adventures of one man and his
noble family amid the chaos and political intrigue that beset
England during the War of the Roses, when two great
houses battled for control of the throne. Anthony Woodville,
Lord Scales and brother to the future queen, Elizabeth
Woodville, seems to die during that battle and be

Square Fish

Thundercluck! Chicken of Thor : Recipe for
Revenge
Paul Tillery, IV, Meg Wittwer
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$7.99 USD
224 pages

Bloomsbury Children's Books

The Monster Who Wasn't
T C Shelley
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$16.99 USD
272 pages
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Tordotcom

An Unnatural Life
Erin K. Wagner
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$14.99 USD
192 pages

Tor Books

To Sleep in a Sea of Stars
Christopher Paolini
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$29.99 USD
880 pages

Summary: Kira Navárez dreamed of life on new worlds.

Now she's awakened a nightmare.

During a routine survey mission on an uncolonized planet,
Kira finds an alien relic. At first she's delighted, but elation
turns to terror when the ancient dust around her begins to
move.

As war erupts among the stars, Kira is launched into a
galaxy-spanning odyssey of discovery and transformation.
First contact isn't at all what she imagined, and events push
her to the very limits of what it means to be human.

IDW Publishing

Big Hero 6: The Series - Technology is
Unbeatable
Joe Caramagna, Nicoletta Baldari
Pub Date: 9/15/20
$9.99 USD
80 pages

Summary: Join Hiro, Wasabi, Fred, Go Go, Honey
Lemon, and Baymax for new adventures, new friends,
and new adversaries as the Big Hero 6 team continues
the fight to protect San Fransokyo!

Based on the hit Disney Channel series, this young reader-
friendly book is perfect for newcomers or long-time fans.
First, Fred is left at home to defend San Fransokyo so it’s
the perfect time to write his very own Big Hero 6 comic
book! Then, the Big Hero 6 team confront a jewel thief who
seems to be able to disappear into thin air. And finally, the
team runs into a thief using the same kind of technology as
Go Go’s, and have to find a way to outsmart someone who

Phaidon Press

Non Stop
Tomi Ungerer
Pub Date: 9/16/20
$16.95 USD
48 pages

Summary: The legendary children's book author's last
picture book sends a powerful message of how friendship,
trust and hope can help to guide us through trying times.

In this final masterpiece from the late Tomi Ungerer, Earth is
devastated and empty. Everyone has escaped to the moon -
except Vasco. Luckily, Vasco has his shadow to guide him,
and he finds little green Poco - someone to care for and
bring to safety. Nonstop dangers await Vasco and baby Poco
at every corner, but Vasco's shadow rescues and guides
them through destroyed cities and apocalyptic landscapes to
safety. It's a timely, thought-provoking tale of friendship,
trust, and hope.
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DC Books

Dead White Males
Ann Diamond
Pub Date: 9/17/20
$17.95 USD
150 pages

Summary: Who is Vera A. Utall? Why has she entwined
celebrity Nick Maggot and legendary literary genius Orville
Goner in her sexual web? Soft-boiled private eye (and
hairdresser) David Dennings is hired to track the vanished
siren. Through a hallucinatory labyrinth only Ann Diamond
could have created, the trail leads him to the nefarious Dead
White Males.

Raymond Chandler and Philip K. Dick meet Virginia Woolf in
this unconventional whodunit in which Dennings' very life
depends on finding the solution that lies buried within an
elusive master's thesis. Will he make it before the hourglass
runs out?

Rutgers University Press

Women Make Horror : Filmmaking, Feminism,
Genre
Alison Peirse, Alicia Kozma, Alexandra Heller-
Nich...
Pub Date: 9/17/20
$29.95 USD
270 pages

Summary: “But women were never out there making
horror films, that’s why they are not written about – you
can’t include what doesn’t exist.”
“There are really, very few women horror filmmakers
working today, that’s why so few are coming up.”
“Women are just not that interested in making horror films.”
“How can you be a woman and be a fan of horror?”

This is what you get when you are a woman working in
horror, whether as a writer, academic, festival programmer
or filmmaker. These assumptions are based on decades of
flawed scholarly, critical and industrial thinking about the
genre. Women Make Horror sets right these misconceptions.

Katherine Tegen Books

Early Departures
Justin A. Reynolds
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$17.99 USD
480 pages

Summary: Jamal’s best friend, Q, doesn’t know he’s about
to die . . . again.

He also doesn’t know that Jamal tried to save his life,
rescuing him from drowning only to watch Q die later in the
hospital. Even more complicated, Jamal and Q haven’t been
best friends in two years—not since Jamal’s parents died in
a car accident, leaving him and his sister to carry on without
them. Grief swallowed Jamal whole, and he blamed Q for
causing the accident.

But what if Jamal could have a second chance? An
impossible chance that would grant him the opportunity to
say goodbye to his best friend? A new health-care

First Second

Fault Lines in the Constitution: The Graphic
Novel : The Framers, Their Fights, and the
Flaws That Affect Us Today
Cynthia Levinson, Sanford Levinson, Ally Shwed
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$28.99 USD
288 pages
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Image Comics

Little Bird: The Fight For Elder's Hope
Darcy Van Poelgeest, Ian Bertram
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$19.99 USD
200 pages

Summary:
With the limitless scope of Star Wars and EAST OF WEST paired with the
sociopoli cal explora ons of A Handmaid's Tale and MONSTRESS, LITTLE
BIRD tells the story of a young resistance fighter ba ling against an
oppressive American Empire while searching for her own iden ty in a world
on fire. A gorgeously illustrated epic from Award-winning filmmaker DARCY
VAN POELGEEST and Angoulême-nominated ar st IAN BERTRAM in which
one girl risks everything to save her people, their land, and the freedom they
so desperately deserve.

Collects LITTLE BIRD #1-5

Drawn and Quarterly

Nineteen
Ancco, Janet Hong
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$21.95 USD
176 pages

Abrams Books for Young Readers

Vampires of Blinsh
Daniel Pinkwater, Aaron Renier
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$17.99 USD
40 pages

Summary: This witty picture book from children’s
luminary Daniel Pinkwater and Aaron Renier offers an
insider’s look that will make you completely abandon
everything you thought you knew about vampires!

Welcome to the village of Blinsh, Pinksylvania, famous for
the many vampires that call it home. With a caring look at
this town not so different from our own, we hope the reader
will get to know more about vampires and see that they are
not so different from you or I. It is true, a certain amount of
biting happens, but a nip on the neck may just be a
vampire’s way of saying, “Hello, let’s be friends.”

Image Comics

The Old Guard Book Two: Force Multiplied
Greg Rucka, Leandro Fernandez
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$16.99 USD
128 pages

Summary:
Sixty-seven hundred year old Andromache “Andy” the Scythian, Nicolo
“Nicky” of Genoa, Yufus “Joe” al-Kaysani, and newbie immortal Nile
Freeman return to the good fight in the acclaimed miniseries by New York
Times bestselling creators GREG RUCKA & LEANDRO FERNÁNDEZ...now a
major mo on picture!

When you've waged war as long as Andy and her squad, you've go en your
hands more than bloody. Now, the day has come to confront the sins of the
past. But as Nile struggles to make peace with the team, the last person
Andy expected to ever see again returns to challenge not only what Andy
believes in, but what the team is willing to fight for.
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Clover Press, LLC

Simon Dark
Steve Niles, Ted Adams, Scott Hampton
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$34.99 USD
342 pages

Summary: Simon Dark is a strange creature of arcane
science and occult magic, the defender of one of his city's
forgotten neighborhoods. He is also a scared and lonely
teenage boy who has been sewn together from body parts.

Protecting his neighborhood won't be easy when the
opposing forces of dark magic and forbidden science choose
it as their battleground. It will take the help of a beautiful
coroner and a smitten teenage girl to help Simon stitch
together the pieces of his former life and the mystery of his
birth... or else death waits them all.

Acclaimed horror writer Steve Niles (30 Days of Night,

Hermes Press

If Ur Stabby
Kaz Windness
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$24.99 USD
96 pages

Summary: Who’s positively magical and ready for
sunshine, giggles, and sliding down rainbows? Not Stabby!
Meet the world’s surliest unicorn. This stab-happy unicorn is
a fan-favorite character from “Mother Goth Rhymes”
(www.mothergothrhymes.com Hermes Press, Halloween
2020) and now he’s getting his own book! “If UR Stabby”
follows Stabby as he deals with life’s challenges the only
way he knows how—horn first. “If UR Stabby” is a teen and
adult humor book coming from Hermes Press to a bookstore
near you Halloween 2020.

Penguin Group UK

Doctor Who Official Annual 2021
BBC Children's Book
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$10.99 USD
64 pages

Summary:
Join the Doctor for a brand new adventure in the TARDIS!
Jam packed with activ ities, puzzles, stories and so much
more, this beautifully illustrated annual will entertain fans
for hours.

Talos

The Girl with No Face : The Daoshi
Chronicles, Book Two
M. H. Boroson
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$7.99 USD
364 pages

Summary: *Winner--First Prize in the Colorado
Authors League Award, Science Fiction and Fantasy
Category!*

The adventures of Li-lin, a Daoist priestess with the
unique ability to see the spirit world, continue in the
thrilling follow-up to the critically-acclaimed historical
urban fantasy The Girl with Ghost Eyes.

It’s the end of the Nineteenth Century. San Francisco’s
cobblestone streets are haunted, but Chinatown has an
unlikely protector in a young Daoist priestess named Li-lin.
Using only her martial arts training, spiritual magic, a sword
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Night Shade

Hilldiggers : A Novel of the Polity
Neal Asher
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$7.99 USD
464 pages

Summary: They have extraordinary power and aren’t
afraid to use it . . .

Two planets in the same solar system are locked in war,
when some kind of cosmic super-string is discovered. It
seems packed with alien technology, or even perhaps life.
And for safety it is stored – in four segments – within a
maximum-security space station. A female research scientist
falls pregnant on the station soon after, and gives birth to
quads. Then she commits suicide. But why?

By the war’s end, one planet is devastated. It fell victim to
the other’s incredible hilldigger weaponry – so named as

CAEZIK SF & Fantasy

And the Last Trump Shall Sound : A Future
History of America
Harry Turtledove, James Morrow, Cat Rambo
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$16.99 USD
248 pages

Summary: The most relevant science fiction release of
2020 by three award-winning authors

“In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump:
for the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be raised
incorruptible, and we shall be changed.”— First Corinthians
15:52

"Three alarming, eclectic novellas imagine a ravaged
America left behind by the totalitarian reign of Donald
Trump in this chilling anthology, which picks up after
Trump’s death in 2024 during 'the second great COVID
outbreak' "—Publishers Weekly

Orbit

The Doors of Eden
Adrian Tchaikovsky
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$17.99 USD
640 pages

Summary:
From the Arthur C. Clarke Award-winning Adrian
Tchaikovsky, The Doors of Eden is an extraordinary feat
of the imagination and a page-turning adventure about
parallel universes and the monsters that they hide.

They thought we were safe. They were wrong.

Four years ago, two girls went looking for monsters on
Bodmin Moor. Only one came back.

Lee thought she'd lost Mal, but now she's miraculously
returned. But what happened that day on the moors? And

Katherine Tegen Books

The Left-Handed Booksellers of London
Garth Nix
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$19.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: In a slightly alternate London in 1983, Susan
Arkshaw is looking for her father, a man she has never met.
Crime boss Frank Thringley might be able to help her, but
Susan doesn’t get time to ask Frank any questions before
he is turned to dust by the prick of a silver hatpin in the
hands of the outrageously attractive Merlin.

Merlin is a young left-handed bookseller (one of the fighting
ones). With the right-handed booksellers (the intellectual
ones), he belongs to an extended family of magical beings
who police the mythic and legendary Old World when it
intrudes on the modern world, in addition to running several
bookshops.
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Skyhorse

Artificial Intelligence Revolution : How AI
Will Change our Society, Economy, and
Culture
Robin Li, Cixin Liu
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$26.99 USD
288 pages

Summary: The co-founder of Baidu explains how AI
will transform human livelihood, from our economy and
financial systems down to our daily lives.

Written by Baidu cofounder Robin Li and prefaced by award-
winning sci-fi writer Cixin Liu (author of The Three-Body
Problem), Artificial Intelligence Revolution introduces Baidu’s
teams of top scientists and management as pioneers of
movement toward AI. The book covers many of the latest
AI-related ideas and technological developments, such as:

Computational ability
Big data resources

Rick Riordan Presents

Tristan Strong Punches a Hole in the Sky (A
Tristan Strong Novel, Book 1)
Kwame Mbalia
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$8.99 USD
528 pages

Summary: Catalog Copy:
Winner of a Coretta Scott King Author Honor

Best-selling author Rick Riordan presents Kwame Mbalia's
epic fantasy, a middle grade American Gods set in a richly-
imagined world populated with African American folk heroes
and West African gods.

Seventh grader Tristan Strong feels anything but strong ever
since he failed to save his best friend when they were in a
bus accident together. All he has left of Eddie is the journal
his friend wrote stories in. Tristan is dreading the month
he's going to spend on his grandparents' farm in Alabama,

Coach House Books

Fauna
Christiane Vadnais, Pablo Strauss
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$15.95 USD
144 pages

Summary: In a near-future world ravaged by climate
change, who will win in the struggle between humanity
and nature?

A thick fog rolls in over Shivering Heights. The river
overflows, the sky is streaked with toxic green, parasites
proliferate in torrential rains and once safely classified
species – humans included – are evolving and behaving in
unprecedented ways. Against this poetically hostile
backdrop, a biologist, Laura, fights to understand the nature
and scope of the changes transforming her own body and
the world around her.

Ten lush and bracing linked climate fictions depict a world
Image Comics

Royal City Book 1: The Complete Collection
Jeff Lemire
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$44.99 USD
408 pages

Summary:
In a return to the literary and thematic territory of
LEMIRE's breakthrough graphic novel Essex County,
ROYAL CITY follows Patrick Pike, a fading literary star who
reluctantly returns to the once-thriving factory town where
he grew up. There, Patrick is quickly drawn back into the
dramas of his two adult siblings, his overbearing mother,
and his browbeaten father, all of whom are still haunted by
different versions of his youngest brother, Tommy, who
drowned decades ago.

ROYAL CITY is a sprawling, ambitious graphic novel that
charts the lives, loves, and losses of a troubled family and a
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Workman Publishing Company

Boris Vallejo Fearless Rider 1,000-Piece
Puzzle
Workman Publishing, Boris Vallejo
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$19.95 USD

Summary: A 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle featuring fantasy
art--complete with a three-headed dragon--from Boris
Vallejo.

Imprint

Vampires Never Get Old : Tales with Fresh
Bite
Zoraida Cordova, Natalie C. Parker
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$17.99 USD
272 pages

Tor.com

The Murderbot Diaries : All Systems Red,
Artificial Condition, Rogue Protocol, Exit
Strategy
Martha Wells
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$71.96 USD

Summary: For the first time experience the first four
hardcover volumes of Martha Wells' New York Times
Bestselling series together in a boxset.

"As a heartless killing machine, I was a complete failure."

In a corporate-dominated spacefaring future, planetary
missions must be approved and supplied by the Company.
Exploratory teams are accompanied by Company-supplied
security androids, for their own safety.

But in a society where contracts are awarded to the lowest

Brown Books Publishing Group

Catalyst
Tracy Richardson
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$11.99 USD
248 pages

Summary: Marcie Horton has a sixth sense. Not in the "I
see dead people" way, but . . . well, maybe a little. She
feels a sort of knowing about certain things that can't be
explained-an intuition that goes beyond the normal. Then
there was that one summer four years ago, when she
connected with a long-departed spirit . . . But nothing that
incredible has happened to Marcie since.
This summer, Marcie is spending time working at Angel
Mounds, the archeological dig her mother heads, along with
her brother, Eric, and his girlfriend, Renee. The dig is the
site of an ancient indigenous civilization, and things
immediately shift into the paranormal when Marcie and her
teammates meet Lorraine and Zeke. The two mysterious dig
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Marvel

Star Wars: Age of Resistance
Tom Taylor, G Willow Wilson, Chris Eliopoulos,
Leo...
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$34.99 USD
232 pages

Summary: Concluding the Age of Star Wars - epic
adventures featuring your favorite characters from all three
film trilogies! This final volume spotlights the heroes of the
Resistance and the villains of the First Order! Witness the
moments that define them, the incredible battles that
shaped them - and their eternal conflict between light and
darkness! Solo stories spotlight major figures from Star
Wars Episodes VII-IX - including Rey, Finn, Poe Dameron,
Rose Tico, Maz Kanata, Vice Admiral Holdo...and the
loveable BB-8! But in the growing darkness, Kylo Ren,
Supreme Leader Snoke, Captain Phasma and General Hux
are waiting...

Golden Books

The Complete Skywalker Saga: Little Golden
Book Library (Star Wars)
Various, Golden Books
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$44.91 USD
216 pages

Summary: Little Golden Book retellings of all nine films
in the Star Wars Skywalker saga in one collectible
boxed set!

All nine films in the epic Star Wars Skywalker space
saga—The Phantom Menace, Attack of the Clones, Revenge
of the Sith, A New Hope, The Empire Strikes Back, Return of
the Jedi, The Force Awakens, The Last Jedi, and The Rise of
Skywalker—are retold in this Little Golden Book collection!
Featuring stunning retro illustrations, this boxed set of nine
Little Golden Books is perfect for Star Wars fans and Little
Golden Book collectors of all ages!

Pushkin Press

The Peace Machine
Oezguer Mumcu, Mark David Wyers
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$14.95 USD
224 pages

Summary: A thrilling historical adventure story from
Turkey’s most daring young voice

We’ll create a machine. A peace machine that will put an
end to all wars.

As the twentieth century dawns the world stands on the
brink of yet another bloody war. But what if conflict were
not inevitable? What if a machine could exploit the latest
developments in electromagnetic science to influence
people’s minds? And what if such a machine could put an
end to violence for ever?

Titan Books

Dracula's Child
J.S. Barnes
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$14.95 USD
576 pages

Summary: Evil never truly dies…and some legends live
forever. The dark heart of Bram Stoker’s classic is
reborn; capturing the voice, tone, style and characters
of the original yet with a modern sensibility this novel
is perfect for fans of Dracula and contemporary horror.

“Inventive and spooky” Mark Gatiss, co-creator of the
hit BBC series Dracula and Sherlock

It has been some years since Jonathan and Mina Harker
survived their ordeal in Transylvania and, vanquishing Count
Dracula, returned to England to try and live ordinary lives.
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47North

The Immortal Words
Jeff Wheeler
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$14.95 USD
348 pages

Summary: To defeat an immortal evil, a young warrior
must enter the land of the dead in the spellbinding
conclusion to Wall Street Journal bestselling author
Jeff Wheeler’s epic Grave Kingdom trilogy.

As kingdoms fall, brave young warrior Bingmei fights to
fulfill a prophecy and save what’s left of the world from the
coming darkness. Should she fail, Echion, the diabolical
Dragon of Night, and his queen will hold sway over the next
thousand years. With Echion comes his unstoppable army of
dragons—powerful, vengeful, and under his control.

Accompanied by her loyal friend Quion, Bingmei journeys
toward her last hope. It lies among the savage beasts just

2000 AD

Essential Judge Dredd: America
John Wagner, Carlos Ezquerra
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$25.00 USD
160 pages

Summary: The graphic novel of Fall 2020, The Essential
Judge Dredd line is the very best Dredd stories in a format
that is accessible for new readers.

The first volume of Essential Judge Dredd, a curated line of
graphic novels showcasing the very best storylines of all
time and presented in a fresh new package.

In Mega-City One, the Judges are the law – acting as judge,
jury, and executioner. But how do the citizens really feel
about a system where they are powerless? America Jara and
Bennett Beeny grow up as best friends, living a fairly
trouble-free life in a dangerous city… bar the odd, negative

HMH Books for Young Readers

Maya and the Rising Dark
Rena Barron
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$16.99 USD
304 pages

Summary:
In this highly anticipated contemporary fantasy,
twelve-year-old Maya’s search for her missing father
puts her at the center of a battle between our world,
the Orishas, and the mysterious and sinister Dark
world. Perfect for fans of Aru Shah and the End of Time
and The Serpent’s Secret.

Twelve-year-old Maya is the only one in her South Side
Chicago neighborhood who witnesses weird occurrences like
werehyenas stalking the streets at night and a scary man
made of shadows plaguing her dreams. Her friends try to
find an explanation—perhaps a ghost uprising or a

NYU Press

The Dark Fantastic : Race and the
Imagination from Harry Potter to the Hunger
Games
Ebony Elizabeth Thomas
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$16.95 USD
240 pages

Summary: Finalist, Creative Nonfiction IGNYTE Award,
given by FIYACON for BIPOC+ in Speculative Fiction

Finalist, 2020 World Fantasy Awards

Reveals the diversity crisis in children's and young
adult media as not only a lack of representation, but a
lack of imagination

Stories provide portals into other worlds, both real and
imagined. The promise of escape draws people from all
backgrounds to speculative fiction, but when people of color
seek passageways into the fantastic, the doors are often
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Little, Brown Books for Young Readers

Spindlefish and Stars
Christiane M. Andrews
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$16.99 USD
400 pages

Summary:
Inspired by Greek mythology, this spellbinding fantasy
invites readers to seek connections, to forge their own
paths, and to explore the power of storytelling in our
interwoven histories.

In which a story is spun.
And unspun.

Clothilde has lived her whole life in the shadows with her
(sometimes) thieving and (always) ailing father. But when
he fails to meet her one morning, sending her instead a
mysterious ticket of half-paffage, Clo finds herself

Orbit

Dead Man in a Ditch
Luke Arnold
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$16.99 USD
464 pages

Summary:
A former soldier turned PI solves crime in a world
that's lost its magic in this brilliant sequel to actor Luke
Arnold's debut The Last Smile in Sunder City.

The name's Fetch Phillips -- what do you need?

Cover a Gnome with a crossbow while he does a dodgy
deal? Sure.

Find out who killed Lance Niles, the big-shot businessman
who just arrived in town? I'll give it shot.

White Lion Publishing

The Book of Horror : The Anatomy of Fear in
Film
Matt Glasby, Barney Bodoano
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$28.99 USD
176 pages

Summary:

The Book of Horror introduces you to the scariest
movies ever made and examines the factors that make
them so frightening.

Horror movies have never been more critically or
commercially successful, but there’s only one metric that
matters: are they scary? Back in the silent era, viewers
thrilled at Frankenstein and Dracula. Today, the monsters
may have changed, but the instinct remains the same: to
seek out the unspeakable, ride the adrenaline rush and
play out our fears in the safety of the cinema.

Cernunnos

Nightmares of Halloween Past
Gary Baseman
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$40.00 USD
208 pages

Summary:
Gary Baseman offers you a nostalgic and eerie tribute
to one of America’s favorite holidays through his
personal collection of vintage Halloween pictures

In Nightmares of Halloween Past, Gary Baseman presents
for the first time his unique collection of found vernacular
Halloween-themed pictures collected over the last 20 years.
Here, you can discover photos he has gathered at garage
sales, yard sales, and thrift stores and received as
submissions from online fans, all presented in this dark and
eerie photobook of adults and children on All Hallows’ Eve.
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DK

The Peanuts Book
Simon Beecroft, Stephen Colbert
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$30.00 USD
200 pages

Summary: From the backyard to outer space, Charles
M. Schulz’s Peanuts has been charming the world for
more than 70 years.

In this celebration of Schulz and his beloved work, explore
rarely seen sketches, influential comic strips, and collectors’
artifacts. Pore over evolving artworks of Snoopy, Charlie
Brown, and the gang. Chart the rich history of Peanuts as it
grew to become the world’s favorite comic, and travel from
1950 to the present day, from California to Japan. Every
page of this visual guide is an exhibition to treasure.
Discover the enduring and nostalgic charm of Peanuts in this
stunning anniversary book.

Yearling

Saving Fable
Scott Reintgen
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$7.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: Side characters can be heroes too in this
charming and fast-paced adventure that is The Land of
Stories meets The Phantom Tollbooth!

Indira has been a character-in-waiting her entire life. So she
can’t believe her luck when she’s finally chosen to travel to
Fable and study at the renowned Protagonist Preparatory, a
school known for producing the best heroes.

But Indira’s dreams of achieving hero status don’t exactly
go as planned. A failed audition lands her in the school’s
side-character track, and her best efforts to prove advisors
—famous characters like Alice from Wonderland and

Wednesday Books

The Gilded Wolves : A Novel
Roshani Chokshi
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$10.99 USD
416 pages

Wednesday Books

The Silvered Serpents
Roshani Chokshi
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$18.99 USD
416 pages
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Etch/HMH Books for Young Readers

Sherlock Bones and the Natural History
Mystery
Renee Treml
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$7.99 USD
272 pages

Summary:
An action-packed graphic novel mystery with gentle
humor and Bad Guys–style illustrations, perfect for
dinosaur-loving emerging readers.

Hi there, I'm Sherlock Bones.

Who is Sherlock Bones, you ask? Well, I don’t like to brag,
but my trusty side-kick Watts says I’m the greatest
detective in our whole museum.

Don’t you, Watts?

Metropolitan Books

Welcome to the New World
Jake Halpern, Michael Sloan
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$21.99 USD
192 pages

Tor.com

The Seventh Perfection
Daniel Polansky
Pub Date: 9/22/20
$14.99 USD
176 pages

First Second

InvestiGators: Take the Plunge
John Patrick Green
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$9.99 USD
208 pages
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Dutton

Theme Music : A Novel
T. Marie Vandelly
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$16.00 USD
400 pages

Summary: Now in paperback, an utterly propulsive and
unpredictable psychological thriller from stunning new
talent T. Marie Vandelly.

She didn’t run from her dark past. She moved in.

For the lucky among us, life is what you make of it; but for
Dixie Wheeler, the theme music for her story was chosen by
another long ago, on the day her father butchered her
mother and brothers and then slashed a knife across his
own throat. Only one-year-old Dixie was spared, becoming
infamously known as Baby Blue for the song left playing in
the aftermath of the slaughter.

DC Comics

John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 1: Marks of
Woe
Simon Spurrier, Aaron Campbell
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$19.99 USD
216 pages

Summary: One of DC’s most iconic characters—John
Contantine, Hellblazer—is back the way you remember
him, and now a part of the Sandman Universe, in this
brand-new series!

John Constantine is back in London, back to his old
tricks—and just in time, as things have become very dark
indeed in his old stomping grounds. A small-time gang lord
has found himself dealing with a big-time outbreak of
supernatural weirdness…and, without any allies to call on
and nothing left to call his own, John doesn’t have much
choice about taking a paycheck from one of London’s worst,
or accepting the help of one of the gang lord’s would-be foot

Titan Comics

Star Wars: The Mandalorian - The Art and the
Imagery Collector's Edition Volume One
Titan
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$19.99 USD

Summary: Explore the amazing world of Star Wars:
The Mandalorian, the critically acclaimed series that
expands the Star Wars galaxy to incredible new
frontiers.

This deluxe edition collects the stunning artwork from the
first four chapters of the Disney+ smash hit, highlighting the
characters, creatures, allies, enemies and environments of
this all-new Star Wars story.

In addition to showcasing stunning illustrative images and
photography, this guide also features Doug Chiang, Christian
Alzmann, Ryan Church, Nick Gindraux, John Park, Jama

Games Workshop

Last Chancers: Armageddon Saint
Gav Thorpe
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$16.00 USD
288 pages

Summary: After a 16 year absence the Last Chancers are
back!

Lieutenant Kage of the 13th Penal Legion is dead, his
charred remains lost to the depths of a fiery chasm. But as
his battalion – the Last Chancers – mourns, a new hero
rises from the ashes. The Burned Man.
Kage’s miraculous survival attracts a cult of desperate
followers, who believe him sent to the ork-infested world of
Armageddon by the God-Emperor Himself. However, the
rampaging greenskins are not the only threat to his new
life. The ruthless Colonel Schaeffer, his former commander,
has seen through his ploy and will stop at nothing to bring
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Games Workshop

The Imperial Infantryman's Handbook
Graham McNeill
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$30.00 USD
208 pages

Summary: The ultimate introduction to life as an Imperial
Guardsman!

Welcome to the Astra Militarum, Guardsman! You don't
know it yet, but this book is your new best friend. In its
pages, you'll find everything you need to know in order to
defeat mankind's enemies and prove yourself worthy of
being a trooper in the Imperial Guard. It'll teach you how to
march, how to shoot, how to maintain your weapons (and
how to request replacements if you misplace yours), and
much more. Learn the prayers and benedictions that will
protect you from your foes, and how to best kill each of the
Imperium's enemies with minimum effort. It's the essential

Games Workshop

Uprising
Denny Flowers
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$16.00 USD
384 pages

Summary: Great collection of stories from the Underhives
of Necromunda...

At the poison heart of Necromunda, a sickness festers:
where the word of Helmawr is law, the many go hungry…
but murder is cheap, and meat is everywhere, for those
willing to take it. While the nobles of the spire sit and
watch, bloody-handed gangers war in an endless battle for
survival.

The venator Yar Umbra cuts a swathe through Hive Primus,
chasing the promise of escape from Necromunda. A cawdor
juve, desperate to prove himself, finds a statue of the

Action Lab Entertainment

Adventure Finders: Adventure, Monsters and
Treasure!
Rod Espinosa, Nicole D'Andria
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$14.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: Clariette de Artegnean has one dream: to be a
great warrior and a servant of the realm. Together with her
cousin Jolfe and friends Anana and newcomer Asogog, they
set out to find their fortune. Our heroes have to protect a
small band of refugee children and women from the dangers
of the Deep Woods! Braving giant serpents, vicious
brigands, Clari and her friends now encounter the main
body of the monster army that destroyed Justinius Biverius'
United Crown forces. Will they have enough strength and
courage to face the biggest and most vicious denizens of
ancient Argodor?

Chronicle Prism

Trumpty Dumpty Wanted a Crown : Verses
for a Despotic Age
John Lithgow
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$22.95 USD
104 pages

Summary: Following the success of his New York
Times bestseller Dumpty, award-winning actor, author,
and illustrator John Lithgow presents a brand-new
collection of satirical poems chronicling the despotic
age of Donald Trump.

Trumpty Dumpty Wanted a Crown is darker and more
hard-hitting than ever. Lithgow writes and draws with wit
and fury as he takes readers through another year of the
shocking events involving Trump and his administration. His
uproarious poems and illustrations encompass Trump's
impeachment, the COVID-19 pandemic, the Black Lives
Matter protests, and much more. Lithgow targets Mitch
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DC Comics

Batman: Detective Comics Vol. 3: Greetings
from Gotham
Peter J. Tomasi
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$17.99 USD
144 pages

Summary: Following the events of Detective Comics
Vol. 2: Arkham Knight, Batman will be pushed to the
limit as he faces off against some of his deadliest foes,
including Deadshot and The Joker!

Detective Jim Corrigan has been shot on the streets of
Gotham City—and the Spectre must reach out to Batman to
help him find the secret assassin! There’s only one life
Batman would be willing to risk saving Jim Corrigan and the
Spectre: his own! Plus, Deadshot has returned to Gotham
City following a long stint with the Suicide Squad, and
Batman fears that without the oversight of Amanda Waller,
Floyd Lawton will go back to his old ways.

Action Lab Entertainment

Princeless: Raven The Pirate Princess Book 9:
The Black Fort and the Golden Queen
Jeremy Whitley, Nicole D'Andria, Xenia Pamfil,
Tel...
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$14.99 USD
128 pages

Summary: The crew is lost and scattered, but finally some
of them are coming back together. But they couldn’t choose
a worse place. The Black Fort sits atop a rocky cliff on an
island full of monsters and Raven’s oldest brother, Crow, has
decided to make this an object of spectacle. He’s about to
introduce Raven and her crew to the most dangerous of
creatures in his arena.

But elsewhere in the world, Ananda has been found by the
queen and her mermaids. The thing is, it’s not the queen
she thought she’d be facing, it’s her girlfriend, Sunshine.
But somehow…that’s much much worse.

Square Fish

Rebel : A Legend Novel
Marie Lu
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$12.99 USD
400 pages

Roaring Brook Press

Skyhunter
Marie Lu
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$19.99 USD
384 pages
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Tor Teen

The Infinite Noise : A Bright Sessions Novel
Lauren Shippen
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$9.99 USD
352 pages

Tor Teen

A Neon Darkness
Lauren Shippen
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$17.99 USD
256 pages

First Second

Dungeon Critters
Natalie Riess, Sara Goetter
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$22.99 USD
256 pages

Ace

Battle Ground
Jim Butcher
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$28.00 USD
432 pages

Summary: HTHINGS ARE ABOUT TO GET SERIOUS FOR
HARRY DRESDEN, CHICAGO’S ONLY PROFESSIONAL
WIZARD, in the next entry in the #1 New York Times
bestselling Dresden Files.

Harry has faced terrible odds before. He has a long history
of fighting enemies above his weight class. The Red Court of
vampires. The fallen angels of the Order of the Blackened
Denarius. The Outsiders.

But this time it’s different. A being more powerful and
dangerous on an order of magnitude beyond what the world
has seen in a millennium is coming. And she’s bringing an
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Pocket Books/Star Trek

Star Trek: Picard: The Last Best Hope
Una McCormack
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$16.00 USD
336 pages

Summary: The USA TODAY bestseller—based on the
new Star Trek TV series!

“Fifteen years ago…you led us out of the darkness. You
commanded the greatest rescue armada in history.
Then...the unimaginable. What did that cost you? Your faith.
Your faith in us. Your faith in yourself. Tell us, why did you
leave Starfleet, Admiral?”

Every end has a beginning…and this electrifying novel
details the events leading into the new Star Trek TV series,
introducing you to brand-new characters featured in the life
of Jean-Luc Picard—widely considered to be one of the most

Universe Publishing

Star Trek Daily 2021 Day-to-Day Calendar
CBS
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$15.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: Now in full color, the Star Trek™ 2021
Day-to-Day Calendar celebrates the iconic sci-fi
franchise with photos and illustrations of characters,
tech, and ships from more than five decades of
Federation history.

Star Trek Daily 2021 incorporates full-color images every
corner of the ever-expanding Star Trek universe!

Features include:

Full color tear-off pages
Characters, lore, and imagery from every Star Trek™

Marvel

Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: The
Empire Vol. 6
John Ostrander, W. Haden Blackman, Stephane
Roux, ...
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$44.99 USD
480 pages

Summary: The Force unleashed! The Empire's power is at
its peak - but not every problem requires military might.
Sometimes all you need is the right agent, in the right
place, with the willingness to get the job done. An agent like
Jahan Cross! But when Boba Fett is framed for murder,
Cross finds himself in a situation that even he may not be
able to handle! Plus, learn the origin of Vader's secret
apprentice, the deadly Starkiller - a story of treachery,
deception and the overwhelming power of the Force. And
witness the early years of Leia Organa!

COLLECTING: STAR WARS: AGENT OF THE EMPIRE - IRON
ECLIPSE (2011) 1-5; STAR WARS: AGENT OF THE EMPIRE -

Sky Pony

The Super Cool Science of Star Wars : The
Saber-Swirling Science Behind the Death
Star, Aliens, and Life in That Galaxy Far, Far
Away!
Mark Brake
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$12.99 USD
136 pages

Summary: Learn about the science used by Luke
Skywalker, Kylo Ren, Han Solo, Chewbacca, Princess
Leia, and more in the Star Wars galaxy.

Star Wars has captured the hearts and imaginations of sci-fi
fans worldwide. We all marvel at its dazzling variety of
aliens, spaceships, and planets. That’s because there’s
something revolutionary about the actual science in Star
Wars. These painted pictures from the movies make us see
the universe in a new light. They inspire us to ask questions
such as:

How much would it cost to build a Death Star?
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Workman Publishing Company

Display: Star Wars Origami 2 : 8-CC Counter
Display
Chris Alexander
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$183.60 USD

Rutgers University Press

Films of Bong Joon Ho
Nam Lee
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$29.95 USD
254 pages

Summary: Bong Joon Ho won the Oscar® for Best Director
for Parasite (2019), which also won Best Picture, the first
foreign film to do so, and two other Academy Awards.
Parasite was the first Korean film to win the Palme d’Or at
Cannes. These achievements mark a new career peak for
the director, who first achieved wide international acclaim
with 2006’s monster movie The Host and whose forays into
English-language film with Snowpiercer (2013) and Okja
(2017) brought him further recognition.

As this timely book reveals, even as Bong Joon Ho has
emerged as an internationally known director, his films still
engage with distinctly Korean social and political contexts

Rosarium Publishing

Creative Surgery
Clelia Farris, Rachel Cordasco, Jennifer Delare
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$14.95 USD
172 pages

Summary:
In Clelia Farris' mind-bending tales, you'll find captivating
characters with elusive identities like Kieser, who longs to
transform himself through horrific procedures in "Creative
Surgery," or Yuliano (“Secret Enemy”), a man with no
aesthetic taste, or Gabola, engaged in the battle of a
lifetime against the expropriation of the Little Tuvu Hill. With
dry and polished prose, like the stones of her native
Sardinia, Clelia Farris takes us on adventures among the
ruins of a future marred by climate change ("A Day to
Remember") and in a haunting prison inhabited by the
enigmatic figure of "Rebecca." Collected and translated into
English for the first time, these seven stories represent

Month9Books, LLC

The Prince and the Goblin
Bryan Huff, Rory Madge
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$15.99 USD
213 pages

Summary: When a book-loving goblin breaks the rules,
he inadvertently becomes the sidekick to a heroic young
prince. As they set out to save their kingdom from an evil
sorcerer and his minions, no one can be trusted, neither
human nor goblin, and the world as they know it will never
be the same.

THE PRINCE AND THE GOBLIN is a heavily illustrated
chapter book where a goblin who loves to read just may
save the world.
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Little, Brown Books for Young Readers

The Bone Houses
Emily Lloyd-Jones
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$10.99 USD
352 pages

Summary:
Buffy the Vampire Slayer meets Sky in the Deep in this
bewitching historical horror novel, perfect for fans of
Holly Black and V.E. Schwab.

Seventeen-year-old Aderyn ("Ryn") only cares about two
things: her family and her family's graveyard. And right
now, both are in dire straits. Since the death of their
parents, Ryn and her siblings have been scraping together a
meager existence as gravediggers in the remote village of
Colbren, which sits at the foot of a harsh and deadly
mountain range that was once home to the fae. The
problem with being a gravedigger in Colbren, though, is that

Orbit

Pushing Ice
Alastair Reynolds
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$16.99 USD
528 pages

Summary:
Pushing Ice is the brilliant tale of extraordinary aliens,
glittering technologies, and sweeping space opera from
award-winning science fiction author Alastair
Reynolds.

2057. Humanity has raised exploiting the solar system to an
art form. Bella Lind and the crew of her nuclear-powered
ship, the Rockhopper, push ice. They mine comets. And
they're good at it.

The Rockhopper is nearing the end of its current mission
cycle, and everyone is desperate for some much-needed R &

Orbit

House of Suns
Alastair Reynolds
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$16.99 USD
512 pages

Summary:
An "engaging and awe-inspiring"(SF Signal) space
opera from the critically-acclaimed author of the
Revelation Space series.

Six million years ago, at the dawn of the star-faring era,
Abigail Gentian fractured herself into a thousand male and
female clones, which she called shatterlings. She sent them
out into the galaxy to observe and document the rise and
fall of countless human empires. Since then, every two
hundred thousand years, they gather to exchange news and
memories of their travels.

Workman Publishing Company

Be a Voter! : 450 Stickers for Democracy
Workman Publishing, Justin Shiels, Laci Jordan,
An...
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$9.95 USD
25 pages

Summary: Get out the vote!

It’s a sticker book with a mission: proclaim the pride of
voting and motivate friends and family to cast their ballots
and make their voices heard. Colorful, bold, and inspiring,
the 450 stickers in Be a Voter! celebrate democracy,
equality, the precious right to vote, and with it, the true
power of the people.

With exclusive original stickers created by Laci Jordan, Anne
Passchier, Salini Perera, Justin Shiels, and Carolyn Suzuki
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GoodKnight Books

Film Noir Style : The Killer 1940s
Kimberly Truhler
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$45.00 USD
288 pages

Summary:
Film Noir Style: The Killer 1940s looks at the fashions of the
femmes fatales who were so good at being bad, and the
suits and trench coats of definitive noir actors such as
Humphrey Bogart and Alan Ladd. Film and fashion historian
Kimberly Truhler explores twenty definitive film noir titles
from 1941 to 1950 and traces the evolution of popular
fashion in the decade of the '40s, the impact of World War
II on home-front fashion, and the influence of the film noir
genre on popular fashion then and now. Meet not only the
fabulous women of noir, including Betty Grable, Veronica
Lake, Gene Tierney, Lauren Bacall, Barbara Stanwyck, Ava
Gardner, and many others, but also the costume designers

Berkley

Clive Barker's Books of Blood: Volume One
(Movie Tie-In)
Clive Barker
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$17.00 USD
304 pages

Summary: Rediscover the true meaning of fear in this
collection of horror stories—the inspiration for the Hulu
original film Books of Blood—from Hellraiser creator
and New York Times bestselling author Clive Barker.

In this tour de force collection of brilliantly disturbing tales,
Clive Barker combines the extraordinary with the ordinary,
bringing to life our darkest nightmares with tales that both
seduce and devour. As beautiful as they are terrible, the
pages of this volume are stained with unsettling imagery,
macabre humor, and visceral dread. Here, then, are the
stories written on the Book of Blood. Read, if it pleases you,
and learn….

Viking

The Constant Rabbit : A Novel
Jasper Fforde
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$28.00 USD
320 pages

Summary: “Every book of Fforde’s seems to be a cause
for celebration.”

—Charles Yu, The New York Times Book Review on
Early Riser

A new stand-alone novel from the New York Times
bestselling author of Early Riser and the Thursday Next
series

England, 2022. There are 1.2 million human-size rabbits
living in the UK. They can walk, talk, drive cars, and they
like to read Voltaire, the result of an Inexplicable

DC Comics

The Low, Low Woods (Hill House Comics)
Carmen Maria Machado, Dani
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$24.99 USD
160 pages

Summary: From New York Times bestselling author
Carmen Maria Machado (Her Body And Other Parties, In
The Dream House) comes a story so horrifying you
won’t dare to forget!

When your memories are stolen, what would you give to
remember? Follow El and Vee as they search for answers to
the questions everyone else forgot. Shudder-to-Think,
Pennsylvania, is plagued by a mysterious illness that eats
away at the memories of those affected by it. El and Octavia
are two best friends who find themselves the newest victims
of this disease after waking up in a movie theater with no
memory of the past few hours. As El and Vee dive deeper
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DAW

The Gossamer Mage
Julie E. Czerneda
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$17.00 USD
416 pages

Summary: Now in paperback, from an Aurora Award-
winning author comes a fantasy epic in which one
mage must stand against a Deathless Goddess who
controls all magic

Only in Tananen do people worship a single deity: the
Deathless Goddess. Only in this small, forbidden realm are
there those haunted by words of no language known to
woman or man. The words are Her Gift, and they summon
magic.

Mage scribes learn to write Her words as intentions: spells
to make beasts or plants, designed to any purpose. If an

Del Rey

A Blight of Blackwings
Kevin Hearne
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$8.99 USD
720 pages

Summary: From the New York Times bestselling
creator of The Iron Druid Chronicles comes the story of
a world-breaking war—an invasion of giant
warriors—that inspires a movement to fight back.

SOLDIER AND AVENGER

Daryck is from a city that was devastated by the war with
the Bone Giants, and now he and a band of warriors seek
revenge against the giants for the loved ones they lost. But
will vengeance be enough to salve their grief?

DREAMER AND LEADER

Del Rey

The True Bastards : A Novel
Jonathan French
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$18.00 USD
592 pages

Summary: The sequel to The Grey Bastards--another
irresistibly swashbuckling, swaggering, foul-mouthed
fantasy.

Fetching was once the only female rider in the Lot Lands.
Now she is the leader of her own hoof, a band of loyal half
orcs sworn to her command. But in the year since she took
power, the True Bastards have struggled to survive. Tested
to the breaking point by the burdens of leadership, Fetching
battles desperately to stave off famine, desertion, and the
scorn of the other half-orc chieftains, even as orcs and
humans alike threaten the Lots’ very existence. Then an old
enemy finds a way to strike at her from beyond the

Del Rey

A Deadly Education : A Novel
Naomi Novik
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$28.00 USD
336 pages

Summary: From the New York Times bestselling
author of Uprooted and Spinning Silver comes the story
of an unwilling dark sorceress who is destined to
rewrite the rules of magic.

I decided that Orion Lake needed to die after the second
time he saved my life.

Every sorcerer has a gift: a talent for transformation, a
taste for combat magic. And mastering their gifts in a
unique magical academy means a chance of being invited
into the enclaves, the world’s magical elite.
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Penguin Books

A Discovery of Witches (Movie Tie-In) : A
Novel
Deborah Harkness
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$9.99 USD
752 pages

Summary: Book one of the New York Times-bestselling
All Souls trilogy—"a wonderfully imaginative grown-up
fantasy with all the magic of Harry Potter and Twilight”
(People).

Now “[a] hot show that’s like Twilight meets
Outlander” (Thrillist) airing Sundays on AMC and BBC
America, as well as streaming on Sundance Now and
Shudder.

Deborah Harkness’s sparkling debut, A Discovery of Witches,
brought her into the spotlight and galvanized fans around
the world. In this tale of passion and obsession, Diana

Dark Horse Books

Blackwood: The Mourning After
Evan Dorkin, Veronica Fish, Andy Fish
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$19.99 USD
120 pages

Summary: The next chapter of the hit occult fantasy
series Blackwood, from multiple Eisner Award-winning
Evan Dorkin (Beasts of Burden) and the powerhouse
art team of Veronica and Andy Fish.

Blackwood College is in mourning after the death of Dean
Ogden, unaware there’s a traitor in their midst looking to
bury the entire school. Meanwhile, the students continue to
deal with Dennis’s death, a situation that Reiko not only
refuses to accept but plans to rectify. Will mayhem ensue?
Duh.

Collects Blackwood: The Mourning After #1-#4, along with

Dark Horse Books

Henchgirl (Second Edition)
Kristen Gudsnuk
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$19.99 USD
336 pages

Summary: Mary Posa hates her job. She works long
hours for little pay, no insurance, and worst of all, no
respect. Her co-workers are jerks and her boss doesn’t
appreciate her. He’s also a supervillain.

And her parents…well, they’re the most famous superhero
couple in Crepe City, along with her sister. Cursed with a
conscience, Mary would give anything to be something other
than a Henchgirl, but no matter what she does her plans
always seem to go awry.

This Second Edition printing offers the humor and henching
you love, along with an extra, new Henchgirl story!

Titan Books

Snakeskins
Tim Major
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$8.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: A timely science-fiction thriller examining
the repercussions of rejuvenation and cloning on
individuals’ sense of identity and on wider society.

Caitlin Hext’s first shedding ceremony is imminent, but she’s
far from prepared to produce a Snakeskin clone. When her
Skin fails to turn to dust as expected, she must decide
whether she wishes the newcomer alive or dead.

Worse still, it transpires that the Hext family may be of
central importance to the survival of Charmers, a group of
people with the inexplicable power to produce duplicates
every seven years and, in the process, rejuvenate. In
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Harper Voyager

Dark Star Rising : Blackwood & Virtue
Bennett R. Coles
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$7.99 USD
384 pages

Summary: The misfit crew of HMSS Daring are on a covert
mission to dismantle a sprawling pirate network threatening
the empire in this enthralling second Blackwood & Virtue
novel—a thrilling, action-packed blend of the military sea
adventures of Patrick O’Brian’s Master and Commander
series with Jim Butcher’s sci fi Cinder Spires novels.

Exuberant after scoring a major victory against enemy
pirates, the star sailing ship HMSS Daring eagerly embarks
on its new mission. Until the pirate network is dismantled
and its mysterious leader Dark Star brought to justice, the
safety of the empire remains in jeopardy.

Supported by the ship’s misfit crew, Subcommander Liam
Tor Books

Null Set : A Cas Russell Novel
S. L. Huang
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$8.99 USD
368 pages

Tor Fantasy

The Impossible Contract : Book 2 in the
Chronicles of Ghadid
K. A. Doore
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$8.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: An assassin’s reputation can mean life or death.

This holds especially true for Thana Basbowen, daughter of
the legendary Serpent, leader of Ghadid’s secret clan of
assassins. When a top-tier contract comes her way — death
orders against foreign ambassador Heru Sametket — Thana
seizes the opportunity.

Killing Heru is more dangerous than Thana expects: he
wields blasphemous spirit-controlling powers, and a rival
sorcerer sends hordes of the undead after them both. Her
mission leads to the heart of a power-hungry empire, where
occult secrets lurk. There, with help from the most unlikely

DAW

The Case of the Spellbound Child
Mercedes Lackey
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$8.99 USD
320 pages

Summary: Now in paperback, the fourteenth novel in
the magical alternate history Elemental Masters series
continues the reimagined adventures of famed
detective Sherlock Holmes.

While Sherlock is still officially dead, John and Mary Watson
and Nan Killian and Sarah Lyon-White are taking up some of
his case-load—and some work for Lord Alderscroft, the
Wizard of London.

Lord Alderscroft asks them to go to Dartmoor to track down
a rumor of evil magic brewing there. Not more than four
hours later, a poor cottager, also from Dartmoor, arrives
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Berkley

Clive Barker's Books of Blood: Volume One
(Movie Tie-In)
Clive Barker
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$9.99 USD
304 pages

Summary: Rediscover the true meaning of fear in this
collection of horror stories—the inspiration for the Hulu
original film Books of Blood—from Hellraiser creator
and New York Times bestselling author Clive Barker.

In this tour de force collection of brilliantly disturbing tales,
Clive Barker combines the extraordinary with the ordinary,
bringing to life our darkest nightmares with tales that both
seduce and devour. As beautiful as they are terrible, the
pages of this volume are stained with unsettling imagery,
macabre humor, and visceral dread. Here, then, are the
stories written on the Book of Blood. Read, if it pleases you,
and learn….

Insight Editions

The Nightmare Before Christmas: Advent
Calendar and Pop-Up Book
Insight Editions
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$39.99 USD
2 pages

Summary: Celebrate the holidays with Tim Burton's The
Nightmare Before Christmas alongside Jack Skellington,
Sally, Zero, and more with this ghoulishly delightful pop-up
advent calendar.

Bored with the same old scare-and-scream routine, Pumpkin
King Jack Skellington longs to spread the joy of Christmas.
But his merry mission puts Santa in jeopardy and creates a
nightmare for good little boys and girls everywhere.

Now, fans of Tim Burton’s iconic film can countdown to
Christmas with this pop-up advent calendar. Inside, readers
will find a perfectly ghastly pop-up tree. Hidden in

Baen

1636: The China Venture
Eric Flint, Iver P. Cooper
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$8.99 USD
608 pages

Summary: THE RING OF FIRE SERIES TAKES TO THE
FAR EAST! The United States of Europe finds itself
embroiled in international intrigue as the up-timers attempt
to establish an embassy in Ming dynasty–era China.

VENTURE TO SAVE AN EMPIRE

The newly formed United States of Europe sends an
embassy to the Chinese Empire to open trade talks for
all-important, critical resources. Granted, they are ones no
one has ever needed before, but that was before the town
of Grantville, West Virginia, showed up from 300 years in
the future.

Baen

Target Rich Environment, Volume 2
Larry Correia
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$8.99 USD
496 pages

Summary: NATIONAL BEST SELLER. Hard-Hitting
Stories from the Creator of Monster Hunter
International. The second volume of short stories from
New York Times best-selling author Larry Correia.

MONSTERS—AND THE CHAMPIONS WHO SLAY THEM!

More stories from the creator of Monster Hunter
International, The Grimnoir Chronicles, and the Saga of the
Forgotten Warrior. This is the second volume collecting all of
best-selling author Larry Correia’s short stories, novelettes,
and novellas. Correia’s novels are known for their
hard-hitting, no-holds-barred action sequences, in-depth
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Baen

The Cunning Man
D.J. Butler, Aaron Michael Ritchey
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$8.99 USD
416 pages

Summary: IT TAKES A CUNNING MAN TO SAVE A
TOWN. "An amazing tale that grabs you by the throat and
won’t let go! Butler & Ritchey are a literary force to be
reckoned with! Hit that download button and grab your copy
now! The Cunning Man will never let you go!"—Sherrilyn
Kenyon, #1 New York Times Best-Selling Author

It’s the depths of the Depression, and a mining town in Utah
is shut down. Something has awakened underground, and
now a monster roams the tunnels. While contentious owners
squabble, poor worker families go hungry. Along comes
Hiram Woolley. Hiram is a man with mystical abilities
derived from the commonsense application of Scots-Irish

First Second

Dungeon Critters
Natalie Riess, Sara Goetter
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$14.99 USD
256 pages

Tor Books

The Dragon Waiting
John M. Ford
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$15.99 USD
400 pages

Summary: Tor Essentials presents new editions of
science fiction and fantasy titles of proven merit and
lasting value, each volume introduced by an
appropriate literary figure.

The Wars of the Roses have put Edward IV on the throne of
England, Lorenzo de' Medici's court shines brilliantly, and
Duke Galeazzo Maria Sforza plots in Milan. But this medieval
world is dominated by the undiminished Byzantine Empire.

In a snowbound inn high in the Alps, four people meet who
will alter fate: A noble Byzantine mercenary; a female
Florentine physician; an ageless Welsh wizard; and Sforza,

Tordotcom

Burning Roses
S. L. Huang
Pub Date: 9/29/20
$21.99 USD
160 pages
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TASCHEN

Fairy Tales. Grimm & Andersen: 2 in 1 – 40th
Anniversary Edition
Brothers Grimm, Hans Christian Andersen, Noel
Dani...
Pub Date: 9/30/20
$25.00 USD
512 pages

Summary: More than 200 years ago, two brothers from
Kassel, Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm, published the first
volume of their collection of German folktales. Over time the
stories in their collection grew until finally they numbered
200 fairy tales and ten legends. What was initially an
attempt to preserve German traditions for posterity is today
the most widely read collection of stories after the Bible.
From Snow White to Cinderella and Rapunzel to
Rumpelstiltskin, the Brothers Grimm left behind a canon of
fairy tales that have become classics of children’s literature,
part of the UNESCO world heritage, and an indispensable
piece of our history and culture.Hans Christian Andersen’s
own life seemed to be out of a fairy tale—Charles Dickens

Tachyon Publications

Adventures of a Dwergish Girl
Daniel Pinkwater, Aaron Renier
Pub Date: 9/30/20
$16.95 USD
192 pages

Summary: Bestselling author Daniel Pinkwater (The
Hoboken Chicken Emergency) returns in classic form
with the illustrated, middle-grade adventures of one
young Molly O’Malley: a dwarf (well, dwarf-ish) girl
who just won’t settle for a boring life in the Catskills.

“Captivating, cool and crazy!” —Sam Lloyd, author of
Mr. Pusskins

“A Pinkwater whirlwind in all its glory.” —Booklist

Molly O'Malley is a clever, adventurous girl. She is also a
Dwerg. Dwergs are strange folks who live very quietly in the
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